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Executive Summary

The ‘Internet of Things’ ("IoT") has no ‘official’ definition. On face value, it is a buzz phrase coined by Kevin Ashton in 1999 to describe connecting everyday objects to the Internet. Since IoT is not an ‘official’ term, many definitions exist. This report favours the following definition by the EU Research Cluster on the Internet of Things:

"A dynamic global network infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communication protocols where physical and virtual “things” have identities, physical attributes, and virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated into the information network."

Forecasts of ‘size’ and ‘value’ of IoT vary greatly, change frequently and the measurements used are inconsistent amongst different entities. For instance, some entities interpret ‘value’ as economic output, while others also consider cost savings. Based on the research conducted, this report concludes that no one entity can predict, with any reasonable accuracy, how big or valuable IoT will be. The IoT ‘value’ forecasts for 2020-25 are in the tens of trillions of dollars, and the ‘size’ forecasts are in the hundreds of billions of connected devices. Analysis on the Australian market is very limited – there are no major analytics reports that focus on Australia exclusively, and of the few Australian IoT studies available, global estimates are used to calculate the value of IoT in Australia. For this reason, this report warns against relying on any existing IoT forecasts to foresee the future of IoT in Australia, and recommends the establishment of a public IoT body to conduct research on IoT in the Australian market, for the benefit of the public and policymakers.

The consumer IoT issues identified in this report are derived from three broad consumer-focused use-cases. These use-cases are ‘smart’ homes and appliances (Connected Homes), wearables (activity trackers, smartwatches, implantable devices etc.) and health care (Connected Humans), and smart cities and smart cars (Connected Habitats). From these three IoT use-cases, this report identifies the following broad IoT consumer issues: privacy, security, interoperability, serviceability, consumer protection, wearables and healthcare, affordability, changing consumerism, issues of choice and control, environmental implications, and the implications of IoT on specific consumer groups like children, the elderly and persons with disabilities.

The two biggest conceptual consumer issues are privacy and security. This report concludes that IoT does not bring anything entirely new to existing digital privacy and security concerns. However, it does add the following:

1. Scale – It creates more data collection points, since more ‘things’ collect data;
2. Method – It creates novel ways of collecting data, such as via sensors and smart things;
3. Reach – It penetrates more intimate areas of our lives, such as data on our bodies and inside our homes;
4. Nature – An advanced IoT ecosystem is designed to collect data covertly and ‘in the background’ via sensors and other digital tools, meaning that consumers may not be aware of the collection of personal information; and
5. **Depth** – The collective result of the above four concepts will be greater than the sum of the parts. As a result of greater scale, new methods, reach and nature of data collection and processing, IoT will have a ‘synergetic’ effect on existing privacy and security concerns.

This report, via several consumer surveys and academia, draws a direct link between privacy and security, and consumer confidence. Consumer confidence is essential for a healthy uptake of IoT products and services, especially in these relatively early days. This report also predicts a growing consumer demand for private and secure digital services, and in turn, a market opportunity for businesses that empower consumers in respect of their own personal data. Recommendations for IoT product and service providers include adopting privacy and security ‘by design’, giving consumers the tools to control their personal information, adopting data minimisation policies and considering the recommendations of the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC).

Supplementary to consumer privacy and security recommendations, this report recommends that IoT developers and service-providers give consumers the choice to ‘opt out’ of certain features or services. This may mean activating desired features and disabling unwanted features, simplifying the process of unsubscribing from a service, or using a system of ‘incremental consent’ for IoT services. For example, if a consumer purchases a ‘smart’ fridge, they ought to be able to disable unwanted features (such as barcode scanners) and enable wanted features. In addition, consumers ought to be given the option to make a ‘smart’ thing ‘dumb’ again, essentially ‘opting out’ of connectedness. For example, future consumers may no longer be able to purchase a ‘dumb’ fridge, so should be given the option of limiting the features of their connected fridge to just refrigeration of food.

Privacy, security, ‘opt out’ and also accessibility are best implemented ‘by design’. This report strongly recommends that IoT designers and developers adopt a policy of privacy, security, opt-out and accessibility *by design*, ensuring that products are built for these purposes. This recommendation echoes that of many sources included in this report.

The most significant *practical* consumer IoT issue is interoperability. The IoT industry does not have any official, widely accepted or universally applied communication or network standards that are fit for the requirements of most IoT devices (constant connectivity, low power usage, and in most cases, short-distance communication). This report recommends that consumers take up IoT products and services with a caveat – ‘make sure that each new IoT product or service will ‘talk’ to existing devices, and operate harmoniously with any existing IoT ecosystem’.

The most important recommendation for consumers is to develop a base-level understanding of IoT. This includes how IoT devices and services operate, what data is collected, the inferences that can be drawn from that data, and the tools at their disposal to minimise the risk of privacy or security intrusion. By staying informed and choosing their IoT products and services wisely, consumers can avoid communication breakdown (from conflicting standards), pick a durable and trusted product, maximise their privacy and security, and build a safe, user-friendly Connected Home. An informed consumer is an empowered consumer, and an informed and empowered consumer base can shape an ideal IoT consumer market.
On the topic of policy and regulation of IoT, this report concludes that any attempts to regulate IoT at this relatively early stage may become a hunt for a ‘solution without a problem’. Regulators, policymakers and government are advised to ‘innovate, wait, then regulate’. The IoT market is still in early days and any attempts to regulate its growth at this crucial stage may be inhibitory. This report recommends that regulators and legislators remain constantly informed, but refrain from any regulatory action unless a major market failure is identified.

One opportunity for the public sector is to become an early adopter and market leader of IoT. This ensures early experience and exposure to IoT, an IoT-trained labour force, economic benefits, a better delivery of public sector services, and the opportunity to create an ideal domestic IoT market by investing in secure, trustworthy and innovative IoT providers.

The ‘Connected Human’ areas of IoT carry the biggest opportunities for public healthcare, but also the biggest challenges for privacy and security. Wearables, activity trackers, smart watches, implantable, and digestible connected ‘things’ all collect an unprecedented amount of intimate data about our bodies, our physical activities and our whereabouts. This report identified some of the data collected by these devices, how it is handled and inferences that can be drawn from this data (APPENDIX 2). Also identified is a gap in privacy law regarding the identification and categorisation of Connected Human data (like heart rate data, collected by many activity trackers and smartwatches). This report recommends that policymakers address this gap and regulate the handling of this potentially sensitive data.

IoT has a number of financial implications for consumers. The greatest financial impact is the sharing of IoT-collected data with insurance companies. The conclusion was unsurprising – good behaviour (eating well, exercising) may be rewarded with discounts, while risky behaviour (driving recklessly) may be ‘punished’ with price premiums. The other financial implications of IoT include personalised price discrimination, personalised real-time marketing, and the costs associated with maintaining, powering and connecting IoT ecosystems. Fortunately, these costs are minimal and unlikely to affect consumer attitudes or IoT take-up.

This report concludes that IoT does not raise any novel concerns for Australian privacy or consumer protection law. However, IoT will likely complicate existing technology-related legal issues. One particular area of concern is the relationship between faulty software and consumer guarantees in Australian Consumer Law. Notwithstanding, existing consumer laws are likely to be flexible enough to address emerging IoT issues as they arise.

In summary, IoT can be ‘utopian’ or ‘dystopian’, but in reality, it will fall somewhere in between. The market will likely dictate the direction of IoT’s future, and the government should only intervene as an ‘early adopter’ or to address any market failures and inhibitors. IoT is unlikely to create new consumer issues – but it may complicate and supplement existing ones. New technology brings uncertainty and distrust, but these should be seen as opportunities to innovate and develop new standards of consumer empowerment and protection. The good news is that IoT is relatively new and still forming. This means that Australian consumers, businesses and government are in an excellent position to determine what IoT in Australia ends up looking like.
"I like to think (it has to be!)
of a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal
brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace"

- All Watched Over By Machines Of Loving Grace
by Richard Brautigan (1967)
Introduction

In 1950, Ray Bradbury wrote a sci-fi short story titled The Veldt (originally "The World the Children Made") about the fictional Hadley family, who lived in “The HappyLife Home”. It was a connected, autonomous home that had relieved them of their domestic burdens. The HappyLife Home did everything for them without them even needing to ask, it “clothed and fed and rocked them to sleep and played and sang and was good to them”.

The concept of an immersive, machine-assisted world is even older than the Hadley family. In a 1930 essay titled Economic Possibilities for our Grandchildren, economist John Maynard Keynes envisioned a machine-assisted living bringing high standards of living and leisure. As a result, he predicted that by 2030 everyone would only need to work fifteen hours a week and could devote the rest of their time to arts, pleasure and leisurely pursuits. Keynes’ reality may be upon us, although it may not seem apparent today.

![IoT Ecosystem](https://example.com/iot-ecosystem.png)

Figure 1 – ‘IoT Ecosystem’. Source: Information is Beautiful

Existing kitchen and home appliances can compile shopping lists and provide real-time updates on milk supply using sensors and scales. Smart air-conditioning and heating can be controlled with a smartphone and turn on when the user is near. Connected security, fire detection and home monitoring systems mean home security and surveillance from anywhere, anytime. Smart watches

---

and activity trackers now monitor fitness levels, blood pressure, caloric expenditure and sleep. Traffic sensors and real-time traffic analytics, smart parking space management and improved emergency response will streamline infrastructure services. Roadside sensors can communicate with connected and autonomous cars, exchanging data on speed, locality, accidents and breakdowns for everyone’s benefit. Figure 1 above breaks down some areas of consumer goods and services that will be revolutionised by the Internet of Things, including home technology and connected wearables.

The Internet of Things (hereafter “IoT”) has been described as a “new age of embedded, intuitive computing in which our homes, cars, stores, farms, and factories have the ability to think, sense, understand, and respond to our needs”. Connecting our ‘things’ will give them senses, intuitive analytics and more data collection capability than ever. The future of our Connected Home, Humans and Habitat is not in its marvel, but in its familiarity – operating seamlessly in the background. IoT is here, and pretty soon, we won’t even know so.

About this Report
This report is a research and literature review on Australian consumer issues in the context of IoT. The purpose of this research report is to identify IoT in its current and future state, and the implications of IoT for Australian consumers.

The report will begin by introducing readers to the Connected Home, Human and Habitat and IoT as a concept, including its past, present and future globally. It will then discuss IoT consumers - who are they? What do they expect? What is their perception of IoT?

The proceeding body of the report will follow the Babel family in the Sydney, Australia of 2020. Johannes, Olivia and their daughter Evey Babel live in an IoT world where the Connected Home, Human and Habitat are all part of their daily routine. The journey through their reality will be in four scenes - each with fresh consumer IoT issues. Finally, the report will make a number of recommendations for consumers, IoT business and the public sector.

Defining the ‘Internet of Things’

IoT, as yet, has no ‘official’ definition. Individuals and organisations have formed their own definitions with subtle differences. Corporate stakeholders have been quick to give IoT their own ‘buzzword’ branding. IBM has ‘Smart Cities’, General Electric has ‘Industrial Internet’, Cisco calls it the ‘Internet of Everything’ and Microsoft calls it ‘The Internet of Your Things’.

On face value, it refers to an ecosystem of ‘smart’ and connected everyday objects communicating with each other. However, IoT goes much deeper. ‘Internet of Things’ was admitted into the Oxford
English Dictionary in 2013 as “the interconnection via the Internet of computing devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data”.

That too is an oversimplification. The best definitions are comprehensive and elemental. In 2013-14, the International Organisation for Standardization / International Electrotechnical Commission Joint Working Group 1 (“ISO/IEC JTC 1”) reviewed over 30 definitions and consolidated them in their IoT Preliminary Report 2014:

“A infrastructure of interconnected objects, people, systems and information resources together with intelligent services to allow them to process information of the physical and the virtual world and react.”

This report prefers the following definition by the IoT European Research Cluster for its elemental nature, broad wording and technological focus (Figure 2):

Internet of Things in the Digital Menagerie
IoT overlaps with a number of peripheral concepts. Machine-to-Machine (“M2M”) communication, simply, refers to communication between devices. M2M is an enabler of IoT, because it allows ‘things’ to interconnect and communicate. Cloud computing refers to a system of online storage in other locations but connected across the Internet, where data can be uploaded and stored online, and then accessed from other devices. Some common products include Dropbox, iCloud and Google Drive.

‘Big Data’ refers generally to the concept of enormous datasets that are used to analyse trends, patterns and human behaviour. ‘Big Data’ is also interpreted by the inability to sufficiently process

---

these enormous datasets, often defined by using the 5 ‘Vs’ – a set of data that is “too big (volume), arrives too fast (velocity), changes too fast (variability), contains too much noise (veracity) or is too diverse (variety) to be processed...using traditional approaches and techniques”’. IoT is an enabler of Big Data – more ‘things’ collecting data means Big Data gets ‘bigger’.

In order for connected ‘things’ to become intuitive and autonomous, the data from IoT would require **Ubiquitous Computing** (also known as ‘pervasive computing’ or ‘everyware’). This is where computing can be anywhere and everywhere, and machines perform actions cognitively and without human intervention. Stefan Poslad in 2009 identified the characteristics of an ideal ubiquitous (and thus ideal IoT) network:

1. A networked, transparent physically distributed system;
2. Implicit interaction between humans and computing devices/systems;
3. Context-aware;
4. Autonomous operation; and
5. ‘Intelligent’ decision-making and interaction.

**The Connected Home, Human and Habitat**

This report invites the reader to examine the environment that they are sitting in. This may be in public, sitting at a desk, or reading this on a smartphone or tablet. In the near future, IoT will transform all of these surroundings. Many ‘things’ are already ‘connected’, and chances are that someone, somewhere, is developing ways of connecting the ‘things’ that aren’t.

Earlier in 2015, Fjord and Accenture Digital released a 103-page report entitled *The Era of Living Services*. They envisioned a utopian Connected Home, Human and Habitat:

> “At home, personalized Living Services could adjust the heating, lighting or music volume to fit with the preferences of the person walking into the room, and take into consideration the time, temperature and daily behavioural pattern of that individual or family group... Living Services have the capability to help us get the most out of our leisure and downtime... Living Services will come to know what we enjoy doing, and will understand the context of our lives including our time and financial restrictions, how happy, healthy and fit we are, and with whom we are spending our leisure time. Designed to learn through real time analytics, they will be able to curate choices and deliver personalized recommendations tailored to the weather, our location, mood, health and even our bank balance.”

---

9 Stefan Poslad, *Ubiquitous computing: smart devices, environment and interaction* (John Wiley & Sons Ltd 2009).
11 Ibid p.10
IoT can be split into eight areas: homes, health care, cities, vehicles, manufacturing, transportation, energy and agriculture. This report will focus on the consumer areas – homes (Connected Home), health care and wearables (Connected Human), and cities and cars (Connected Habitat).

McKinsey & Company and Global Semiconductor Alliance (GSA) have compiled a table summarising some IoT applications consumers can expect to see in the near future (Figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proliferation status of IoT applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existent today</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart watch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitness accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital patient record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-vehicle infotainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gaining traction</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart glasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart door lock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart thermostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive process monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital function monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote servicing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart pill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emerging over the next 3-5 years</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart clothes and shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gardening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient localization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent production lots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle to vehicle / vehicle to Internet communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart grids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location-based information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>On the horizon</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded wearables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor swarms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous driving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed environmental monitoring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 – Existing IoT case studies. Source: McKinsey

The Connected Home

Much like Bradbury’s 1950’s vision of the future home, the Connected Home will seamlessly wrap itself around our domestic lives. The smart kitchen will hold the biggest opportunities. Smart fridges will allow consumers to track and manage inventory from anywhere around the world using their PC, smartphone or tablet. Barcode scanners will tell consumers their favourite brand and where to buy it.

---


Weight sensors and smart jars will let consumers know when they’re running low, and RFID tags on the bottle will notify them when the product is about to expire.

The Connected Home will learn its occupants’ habits – their smart watch (with heart-rate monitor), alarm clock, smart shower and smart kitchen will all work in unison to ensure that the occupants wake up at the optimal part of their sleep cycle and that their toast pops out as soon as the relevant individual passes the kitchen door’s sensor. Entertainment will be seamless – every speaker, smart TV and media device will run on the home network and be controlled centrally. Sensors will allow media to follow occupants around the house, streaming their music as they leave and enter each room. TV programs can even follow them into the kitchen. All consumers have to do is give their Amazon Echo a shout. Their Google Nest products will take care of temperature, home surveillance and fire safety, ensuring that their absence does not go unnoticed. When they return home, sensors and smartphone geo-location will let the home know to unlock the doors, turn the alarm system off, turn the air conditioner off and ready the lights when they are near.

**The Connected Human**

These days, a mobile phone seems like the only organ outside of our bodies. *Forrester Research* in 2013 envisioned a very connected human (a ‘Wearables Man’ – Figure 5), as our smartphones get smaller, become wearable, embeddable and even implantable. Current activity trackers and smartwatches can log heart rate, caloric expenditure, location, distance travelled and sleeping patterns in real-time.

Connected wearables extend to smart rings, smart clothing and even mobile ‘mood monitoring’ services that can predict signs of depression. Like smartphones, many wearables are GPS-enabled and can help keep tabs on objects, children, infants, pets and elderly relatives that need round-the-clock care. The Connected Human’s ‘life-logging’ devices won’t just be wearable – they will be ingestible, invisible and implantable. Google and Novartis are working on contact lenses for diabetics that monitor blood glucose levels. Proteus Digital Health offers smart pills, patches and mobile apps to help monitor health.

---

14 Sam McNerney, ‘Smart Fridge Manages Your Grocery List And Monitors Food Freshness’ *PSFK* (online) (29 January 2012) <http://www-psfk.com/2012/01/samsung-smart-fridge.html>


16 Andrew Morse, ‘Novartis and Google to Work on Smart Contact Lenses’ *The Wall Street Journal* (online) (15 July 2014) <http://www.wsj.com/articles/novartis-google-to-work-on-smart-contact-lenses-1405417127>
What does this mean for you?
Being able to ‘quantify’ oneself and one’s movements will give consumers an unprecedented insight into their own personal health. It may also revolutionise patient care, as smart implants allow for remote diagnostics and patient monitoring. As more and more data is collected on unhealthy and healthy individuals, more accurate medical decisions can be made. Medical practitioners can use non-consumer devices like Google’s health-tracking wristband and tools such as Apple HealthKit and ResearchKit to collect accurate, real-time clinical data on patients and population.

Pairing activity trackers with other devices may prove to be a convenient, but risky affair. Take, for example, real-time heart-rate data. This data can tell how fit someone is and how they sleep, but timely fluctuations can also suggest other inferences be made about them. This may include caffeine consumption, arousal to certain stimuli, when and which recreational drugs they take, and when, how often and intensity of their sex life.

Some wearables on the market even offer ‘sexual performance tracking’ as a feature. Interestingly, the technology used in this application is virtually identical to similar products on the market, indicating that most wearables have this capability but these particular capabilities are not part of the ‘features’ offered as part of the product.

The Connected Habitat
In the short-to-medium term, IoT will have a greater impact on the public sector and industry than on individual consumers. Most current IoT case studies offer consumers either novelty or convenience - neither of which are revolutionary. Marcus Weldon, CTO of Alcatel-Lucent, described current IoT devices as “cute” and “curiosities” but not “transformative”. The consumer safety, cost savings and time saving implications are yet to be fully realised. In the short to medium term, IoT offers far more significant benefits to industry and public sector. They stand to benefit from IoT innovation, supply chain optimisation, real-time environmental analytics and boosts in productivity. However, once IoT

---

17 Derrick Harris, ‘Why data is the key to better medicine — and maybe a cure for cancer’ Gigaom Research (online) (27 November 2012) <https://gigaom.com/2012/11/27/why-data-is-the-key-to-better-medicine-and-maybe-a-cure-for-cancer/>
20 Robin Wauters, Interview with Marcus Weldon for Tech EU (online) (via video interview, June 2015) <http://tech.eu/features/5230/alcatel-lucent-cto-marcus-weldon-video-interview/>
‘synergy’ is fully realised, consumers will be the long-term beneficiaries of IoT by way of cheaper and improved delivery of products and services.

**Smart cities** are the most ambitious of IoT projects. Millions of sensors and mass upstream data collection will allow government to better manage public infrastructure. Parking space sensors will guide commuters to the nearest free spot. Road sensors and in-car GPS data will allow better monitoring of traffic and toll management as traffic is managed and diverted in real-time. In-car data can synchronise with traffic lights to ensure better traffic flow.

**Connected/autonomous vehicles and smart traffic** are two more exciting areas of IoT. Modern cars already contain an ever-growing plethora of ‘smart’ and ‘connected’ features, such as the new [BMW flagship sedan](http://www.bmw.com) and the highly anticipated [Tesla range of connected electric cars](http://www.tesla.com). **Google** is currently leading the way in testing their driverless cars[^21], with other manufacturers following suit[^22]. A number of reputable studies indicate that over 90-99% of accidents are due to human error[^23]. Autonomously driving cars have the potential to remove some of the risks of human drivers, including fatigue, response time, distraction and drink-driving. Additionally, sensors can notify drivers of road conditions, and real-time smart city analytics will ensure safer routes.

![Visualising the connected car. Source: Information is Beautiful](image)

---


Internet of Things: Past, Present and Future

History of the Internet of Things
The term 'Internet of Things' was first used by Kevin Ashton in a presentation for US consumer goods company Procter & Gamble in 1999, in which he explained how he was able to track lipstick inventory using an RFID tag.

The first ‘connected device’ is often attributed to the ‘Xerox PARC networked coke machine’ in the late 1980’s, a vending machine at Carnegie Mellon University that was connected to the Internet so that the inventory and temperature could be monitored. In 1990, John Romkey and Australian Simon Hackett connected a toaster to the Internet for the Interop Internet IT show. In 2008-09, the number of ‘things’ exchanging data on the Internet exceeded the number of people, with Cisco describing this event as the ‘birth of the Internet of Things’.

The Current State of Internet of Things in Australia
Australian IoT statistics are difficult to come by, default proof of IoT’s conceptual immaturity domestically. Even Australia’s former Minister for Communications, Malcolm Turnbull MP, had to use non-Australian statistics when opening a recent AIIA IoT Conference. It is perceived by some that Australian consumers are “hardly awake even to the existence of IoT”.

It is not until recently that Australian organisations have conducted research and produced public reports on IoT. Two notable examples, both released over the past two months, are the Communications Alliance report titled “Enabling the Internet of Things in Australia”, and the ACMA’s occasional paper titled “Internet of Things and the ACMA’s areas of focus—Emerging issues in media

---

28 Malcolm Turnbull, opening address for the AIIA Summit: Navigating the Internet of Things (26 March 2015) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8lZl7hGCFI&index=3&list=PLpK9LWXIxsop0ZUN3f7v2CYsvyEzv21>
29 Interview with Malcolm Crompton, former federal Privacy Commissioner (via email, 3 July 2015)
and communications”. The former is a comprehensive, high level overview of IoT and industry issues, and the latter takes a focus on spectrum and numbering implications for Australia.

In discussing the economic value of IoT in Australia, both aforementioned reports cite a McKinsey Global Institute June 2015 report titled “Unlocking the potential of the Internet of Things”, which predicted IoT's value at $11.1 trillion globally by 2025. Australia’s contribution is around 1.15% of global GDP, translating to a ~116 billion annual impact on the Australian economy\(^\text{30}\) (Figure 8).

![Figure 8 – High-level estimate of Australian economic impact of IoT. Source: Comms Alliance](image)

A 2013 study by Cisco calculated the size of the Australian IoT market at $36 billion\(^\text{31}\). Research from Frost & Sullivan calculates the APAC M2M market at around $4.6 billion in 2013, predicted to grow to $58 billion by 2020. Of that, China contributes to 45.0% of total IoT spending, with Australia at around 3.8%\(^\text{32}\). Recent research from Vodafone and Ovum forecasted Australia’s M2M market to be

---


worth A$530 million by 2019 with an annual growth rate of around 20%\textsuperscript{33}. Microsoft estimated that Australia has 1.9 million M2M devices operating today, and over 3 million by 2017\textsuperscript{34}.

**The Future of Internet of Things**

From its humble inception in 1999, IoT has emerged as one of the most hyped terms in the digital space. In fact, the 2015 Gartner Hype Cycle\textsuperscript{35} placed IoT and related concepts at the highest point of the ‘Peak of Inflated Expectations’ (Figure 9):

![Gartner’s Hype Cycle 2015](image)

In the opinion of UNSW academic Kate Carruthers, the development of IoT will follow Amara’s Law: “We tend to overestimate the effect of a technology in the short run and underestimate the effect in the long run”\textsuperscript{36}. It is hard to disagree with this prediction in the context of IoT.

**Potential ‘Size’ of Internet of Things**

Projections of IoT’s size are staggering. One of the most cited statistics is Cisco’s predicted 50 billion connected devices by 2020\textsuperscript{37}. IoT Analytics has compiled a number of IoT projection summaries\textsuperscript{38}, including one on global IoT device forecasts, below (Figure 10).

\textsuperscript{33} Vodafone, *Connected Nation: M2M in Australia 2014-2019* (September 2014) \hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{34} Microsoft and Telsyte, *Cut through: How the Internet of Things is sharpening Australia’s competitive edge* (February 2015) 
\textsuperscript{35} Gartner, *Gartner’s 2015 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies Identifies the Computing Innovations That Organizations Should Monitor* (18 August 2015)
Potential ‘Value’ of Internet of Things

**IoT Analytics** has also compiled two IoT ‘value’ summary graphs. Figure 11 graphically summarises IoT’s ‘total economic value’ and Figure 12 shows IoT’s ‘annual generated revenue’.
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Cisco’s 2013 IoT White Paper predicted that IoT would be worth USD$14.4 trillion in value by 2022\textsuperscript{40}, including \textit{savings} created by IoT: reduced operating costs ($2.5 trillion); employee productivity ($2.5 trillion); and eliminating supply-chain waste ($2.7 trillion). This value figure was revised to $19 trillion in 2014\textsuperscript{41}. \textit{GE} calculated IoT \textit{opportunity} to be worth $21 trillion, or 30% of the $70 trillion dollar world economy, as of 2011\textsuperscript{42}. \textit{McKinsey} predicted annual IoT value at $11.1 trillion by 2025 (including consumer surplus)\textsuperscript{43}, \textit{Gartner} predicted a value of $1.9 trillion by 2020\textsuperscript{44} and \textit{IDC} predicted $8.9 trillion by 2020\textsuperscript{45}. Research by \textit{Telsyte} predicts that \textit{Australian} spending on Connected Home products will be $3.2 billion by 2019\textsuperscript{47}.

The \textbf{Comms Alliance IoT Report} provides some useful value calculations, in an Australian context\textsuperscript{48}.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Joseph Bradley, Joel Barbier and Doug Handler, \textit{Embracing the Internet of Everything To Capture Your Share of $14.4 Trillion} (Cisco White Paper, 2013) <http://www.cisco.com/web/about/ac79/docs/innov/IoE_Economy.pdf> p.1
  \item Peter C. Evans and Marco Annunziata, \textit{Industrial Internet: Pushing the Boundaries of Minds and Machines} (GE report, 26 November 2012) <http://www.ge.com/docs/chapters/Industrial_Internet.pdf> p.13
  \item \textit{McKinsey&Company} \textit{The Internet of Things: Sizing up the opportunity} Executive Summary (June 2015) <http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/high_tech_telecoms_internet/the_internet_of_things_sizing_up_the_opportunity> p.4
\end{itemize}
Internet of Things and Consumers

Who is the ‘Consumer’ of Internet of Things?

In general, a ‘consumer’ is an entity that purchases goods and services for personal use. According to the Australian Telecommunications Consumer Protections Code, an individual Australian consumer is one that acquires a service for personal or domestic use. This paper will approach the definition of ‘consumer’ broadly. For instance, customers are ‘consumers’ of a retail experience or marketing; citizens are ‘consumers’ of government services; patients are ‘consumers’ of health care; and passengers are ‘consumers’ of transportation services. Since IoT will affect all of these services, ‘consumers’ of IoT is a broad category indeed.

The Consumer Drivers of Internet of Things

In a 2014 preliminary report, the ISO/IEC JTC 1 identified a number of IoT market drivers. Of these, the relevant consumer drivers are listed and explained in APPENDIX 1. In summary, “the market for IoT will be driven by the availability of: low cost; low/sustainable power; interconnected objects, people, systems and information resources; and of the desire to use the functionality provided by a collection of interconnected devices that can be configured into systems and modified as needed”.

Building Consumer Confidence

While some surveys suggest that consumers are growing optimistic about IoT, others suggest a declining interest in domestic IoT products. Australian technology consultant Rachel Dixon doesn’t think that anyone has made a compelling enough argument for consumer IoT adoption yet, and that IoT is a “solution in search of a problem”.

Consumer Privacy and Trust

IoT privacy and security (in devices, networks and providers) are drivers of consumer trust, which in turn drives take-up rates. Robert Gregory, partner of Australian law firm Maddocks, says that “the public must have confidence not only in the devices and supporting communications infrastructure, but the legal and policy frameworks which underpin them...[including] confidence that personal, financial and other confidential information will be protected and not inappropriately used by any of business, government or crime.”

---


54 Interview with Rachel Dixon, technology adviser (via telephone, 15 June 2015).

55 Interview with Robert Gregory, Maddocks law firm (via online correspondence, 9 June 2015)
According to the OAIC, 60% of Australians would cease doing business with a company because of privacy concerns, and around the same figure are uncomfortable with websites or smartphone apps collecting personal information\(^{56}\). A global Fortinet study (including Australia) revealed that over half of respondents believe that privacy is important and that they do not trust the way that their data is handled\(^{57}\). Two thirds wanted greater control over handling of their personal data. Far more surveys on consumers and privacy perception have come out of the US. A recent University of Pennsylvania report revealed growing resentment and helplessness, with most US consumers believing it is futile to try and manage what companies learn about them\(^{58}\). A Microsoft report found that almost 100% of respondents are willing to give away personal information for cash rewards, 90% for discounts and two-thirds for loyalty programs\(^{59}\). A more recent, global survey by Accenture found that for 47% of respondents find privacy and security concerns a barrier to IoT take-up\(^{60}\). These consumer studies show that privacy and trust are not just ethical concepts - they make good business sense.

The underlying message is clear – “what we need to remember is that this is not about the government, it’s not about the telcos, it’s about the customer...or citizen...what is the customer’s need?...Then you make sure you can satisfy those needs in the most seamless, simple, compelling, attractive way possible and be as imaginative about it as you can” – Malcolm Turnbull, Minister for Communications\(^{61}\).

---


\(^{61}\) Malcolm Turnbull, opening address for the AIIA Summit: Navigating the Internet of Things (26 March 2015) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8lZl7hGCFI&index=3&list=PLpK9LWXIxsso4ZUN3fqlV2CYswyEzv21!>
The Internet of Things and Consumer Issues

The main body of this report will follow the fictional Babel family of Sydney, Australia. The year is 2020 and they enjoy the benefits (and perils) of Connected Homes, Humans and Habitats. Their story is split into four scenes, and after each scene specific consumer issues are identified and discussed.

Scene One: Home, Connected Home

6:46am 6 July 2020 - The Babel family begins to awaken, but their Connected Home did not sleep. Olivia Babel has to start her day as a 'data scientist' at 09:00. The Babel home knows her calendar, and has analysed traffic conditions. It talks to her activity tracker and, in unison, they decide that 06:46 is the best time to wake up - she is at the ideal point in her sleeping cycle and it gives her enough preparation time. They also measure her temperature, perspiration and movement, logging it with her sleep-tracking app. Her smart pyjamas send a mild sensory pulse throughout her body, slowly waking her up without a sound. This does not disturb her husband, Johannes Babel, who is sleeping next to her. He is a medical practitioner who monitors his patients remotely, allowing him to work from home. Once the room senses that Olivia is up and out, the smart lighting slowly intensifies, until Johannes gently wakes up at 07:34 in time for his teleconference at 08:00.

The 'ME-ternity' smart home platform pre-sets the shower temperatures. Once notified that Johannes and Olivia are up, the kitchen gets to work. The smart fridge notes that there is not enough almond milk for everyone, so its screen tells the Babels that they can either accept a smaller serving and/or select from alternative recommendations based on what they have in their pantry and popular chefs’ recommendations. They don’t want a smaller serving. The fridge places an urgent order with their closest supermarket, and for a small premium in price, the almond milk is delivered by drone in under ten minutes. More groceries will be delivered by driverless truck by mid-afternoon.

Olivia kisses her young daughter Evey Babel good morning. Evey is busy playing games on her tablet. Olivia pauses the game from her own smartphone using a parental control app, and tells Evey that she can resume once she finishes her breakfast. Evey places her used cutlery in the dishwasher. It schedules a wash for midday, when water prices are usually lowest. Another sensor picks up on a fault, so makes an appointment with a technician when the Babel calendar is free. Johannes will confirm this calendar appointment when he gets the chance.

Johannes is upstairs on the phone, moving between the bathroom, bedroom and hallway. The lights follow him throughout the house, and the Bluetooth speakers in each room allow him to continue his teleconference as he enters each room. His schedule displays on the bathroom mirror as he brushes his teeth, ending the call with a button on the wall (his mouth is too busy to end the call verbally). The toothbrush makes note of some biometric data, and lets his diet app know that his teeth are a bit stained. The diet app realises that he has been drinking a lot of coffee, confirms this with the usage data on the espresso machine, and sends his activity tracker a reminder to zap him when his 4th espresso causes his heart rate to spike one too many times. It’s for his own good.

On their way out, the Babel home gives Olivia and Evey a summary of their journey to work and school.
It also congratulates Olivia on being in caloric deficit this weekend, based on her diet app and smart cutlery. Burger for lunch, she thinks. It’s the little things.

Internet of Things: Devices, Standards and Interoperability

The Babels’ Connected Home could do all of those things because every ‘thing’ talked to every other ‘thing’ seamlessly. For perfect M2M communication, each ‘thing’ must use the same communication protocol. For instance, when a TV’s remote control ‘talks’ to the TV, it does so because they can send, receive and understand infrared signals (the ‘standard’ used). The TV and remote control are interconnected, and because they both recognise the same ‘standard’ communication and work in unison, they are interoperable. Another example is electricity ports - each port, socket and adapter in Australia is the same size and shape because they all adhere to a strict set of manufacturing standards. Standards ensure that manufacturers build each device with matching capabilities.

What are IoT ‘Standards’?

A ‘standard’ is a widely-accepted, often ‘official’ model, norm, measurement, protocol or process used in an industry to ensure that all products across the industry can communicate and operate with each other. Table 1 below looks at some existing ‘standards’ that IoT may use:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network standards</th>
<th>Communication standards</th>
<th>Sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>These standards ensure that devices can connect to one or many networks or the Internet. The device might have multiple ‘standards’ built in so that it is able to connect to one of a few networks.</td>
<td>These standards ensure that devices can communicate to each other and ‘speak the same language’. This is the most relevant to IoT, because IoT requires many ‘things’ communicating seamlessly.</td>
<td>These may or may not be ‘standardised’, but are essential components of IoT devices. Each sensor collects specific data, and standardisation ensures that data is accurate across the board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Cellular voice and data networks (2G/GSM, 3G/HSPA, 4G/LTE, GPRS, EDGE) and each mobile network frequency.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Wi-Fi (WLAN 802.11) standards, Bluetooth, GPS, Near Field Communication (NFC), USB and infrared.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Accelerometer, altimeter, gyroscope, proximity sensor, compass, barometer, heart rate monitor and hydrometer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applications:</strong> Using cellular data on your smartphone, connecting to different telephone operator networks to make calls.</td>
<td><strong>Applications:</strong> Home Wi-Fi, in-car Bluetooth, Wireless headphones, GPS navigation, ‘checking in’ to places via location, Mastercard ‘Paypass’ and ‘Visa Paywave’, Wireless Sensory Networks (WSNs).</td>
<td><strong>Applications:</strong> GPS Navigation, activity tracking, tracking ‘steps taken’, gesture control, determining atmospheric pressure or humidity, and vehicle detection systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Current IoT standardisation has been described as a “jumbled mess” as there are no universal definitions, frameworks or consistency across the functional layers of the services they comprise. Most traditional devices are relatively power-hungry, and the network standards (above) may not be ideal for tiny ‘things’ containing simple sensors and without the physical space for larger capacity batteries. There are currently dozens of wireless communication standards used in IoT devices, none of which are universally accepted.

One important international standards body is the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE-SA) responsible for some of the most widely-used and widely-recognised standards IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), and IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee). In the IEEE, there are more than 350 IEEE standards that are applicable to IoT, 40 of which are being revised to better support IoT. Furthermore, there are more than 110 new IoT related IEEE standards in various stages of development. The IEEE is also sponsoring 10 or more different IoT advocacy and support groups. While theirs is possibly the strongest, the IEEE is certainly not alone as the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) also has standards groups such as the IoT Global Standards Initiative (IoT-GSI) and the IoT Joint Coordination Activity (JCA-IoT) as does the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

What is the ‘Ideal’ IoT Standard?
Picking the ideal network or communication standard for IoT will depend on the requirements of the connected ‘things’ – do they need to communicate across large distances? Will they emit tiny bursts of data frequently? Is battery-life important? Is their usage data heavy? Do they need a constant, reliable connection or can they cache data and send it later?

IoT devices have unique requirements, and generally require three properties:

1. Constant data connection;
2. Low power usage; and
3. The ability to communicate short distances.

In May 2015, McKinsey compiled a similar list of IoT device requirements and related them to some IoT case studies: smart meters, smart watches and industrial automation (Figure 13).
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62 Kieren McCarthy, ‘The Internet of Things: a jumbled mess or a jumbled mess?’, The Register (online) (14 May 2015) [http://www.theregister.co.uk/2015/05/14/the_internet_of_things_a_jumbled_mess_or_a_jumbled_mess/]
63 Ibid.
In addition to the network and device characteristics, picking the ‘ideal’ standard for a specific IoT ecosystem will also depend on the nature of the network – is it dispersed across great distances? Are the IoT devices fixed to a power source? Table 2 is a matrix describing some of the geo-spatial characteristics and the ideal corresponding network\textsuperscript{65}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geographically Fixed</th>
<th>Geographically Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographically dispersed</strong></td>
<td><strong>Application</strong>: Smart grid, smart meter, smart city and remote monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology required</strong>: PSTN, broadband, 2G/3G/4G, power line communication</td>
<td><strong>Technology required</strong>: 2G/3G/4G, satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographically concentrated</strong></td>
<td><strong>Application</strong>: Smart home, factory automation, eHealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technology required</strong>: Wireless personal area networks (WPAN), wired networks, indoor electrical wiring, Wi-Fi, RFID, Near Field Communication</td>
<td><strong>Technology required</strong>: Wi-Fi, WPAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Samsung, Dell, HP, Siemens and more, Industry Internet Consortium (Intel, IBM, ATT, Cisco, GE and more), AllJoyn (Qualcomm, LG, Sharp, Haier, Panasonic, Sony, Cisco, Canon, HTC, Microsoft and more), Thread (Google, Samsung, ARM, Nest and more), whilst more proprietary platforms include Weave (Google) and Apple HomeKit/HealthKit. Doubtless many more are will emerge and disappear as the markets mature.

After discussing some of the main communication and network standards relevant to IoT, the Comms Alliance IoT Report made several observations on IoT standards:

1. Interoperability is a key enabler of IoT systems;
2. Australia should not endeavour to create new IoT standards – there is a sufficient amount available; and
3. Choosing the right ‘standard’ will depend on the industry, application or service performed by the IoT device(s) and IoT network/ecosystem.

This report makes similar observations and agrees that there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ standards solution. While industry working groups and regulatory intervention may be useful, it is the opinion of the author that market forces will determine the dominant IoT standards for specific needs much faster than policy-makers will. Policy-makers should ‘innovate, wait then regulate’ in the event of a market failure.

Communication Breakdown in the Connected Home
Without clear IoT standards, there can be no reliable interoperability or interconnectivity. This makes building a seamless Connected Home difficult. Let’s assume that Johannes’ smart toothbrush was not Internet-enabled. If it wanted to talk to his espresso machine (also ‘unconnected’), it would probably do so with a short or mid-range connection like Bluetooth or NFC. But what if his espresso machine did not support the same communications protocol?

Australian homes currently have an average of 9 connected devices, and this figure is expected to increase to an average of 29 by 2020. The OECD predicts that by 2022, there will be an average of 50 connected devices per household in OECD countries (Table 3). Unless all of these devices could communicate and interoperate, the potential of the future Connected Home is greatly reduced, and will look nothing like the Babel’s 2020 Connected Home.
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Table 3 – OECD’s Connected Home of 2022. Source: OECD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2022</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 smartphones</td>
<td>4 smartphones</td>
<td>4 smartphones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 laptops/computers</td>
<td>2 laptops</td>
<td>2 laptops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tablet</td>
<td>2 tablets</td>
<td>2 tablets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 DSL/Cable/Fibre/Wi-Fi Modem</td>
<td>1 connected television</td>
<td>3 connected televisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 printer/scanner</td>
<td>2 connected set-top boxes</td>
<td>3 connected set-top boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 game console</td>
<td>1 network attached storage</td>
<td>2 e-readers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 e-readers</td>
<td>1 printer/scanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 printer/scanner</td>
<td>1 smart meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 game console</td>
<td>3 connected stereo systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 smart meter</td>
<td>1 digital camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 connected stereo systems</td>
<td>1 energy consumption display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 energy consumption display</td>
<td>2 connected cars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 internet connected car</td>
<td>7 smart light bulbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 pair of connected sport shoes</td>
<td>3 connected sport devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 pay-as-you-drive devices</td>
<td>5 internet connected power sockets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 weight scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 e-health device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 pay-as-you-drive devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 intelligent thermostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 network attached storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 home automation sensors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Devices that are likely but not in general use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-readers</th>
<th>Weight scale</th>
<th>Alarm systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sportsgear</td>
<td>Smart light bulb</td>
<td>In-house cameras</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network attached storage</td>
<td>E-health monitor</td>
<td>Connected locks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected navigation device</td>
<td>Digital camera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set-top box</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart meter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the words of Andy Caddy, CIO of Virgin Active, “We want standards because it’s very hard to do anything when Nike want to talk about ‘Fuel’ and Fitbit want to talk about ‘Steps’ and Apple want to talk about ‘Activity’, and none of these things equal the same things”69. Chris Taylor from Mashable describes this domestic communication breakdown as “A mess of threads tangled around different objects in separate rooms, each one guarded by different companies that beckon developers and users while growling at each other”70.

---


70 Chris Taylor, ‘Nest Cam is here, but the 'Internet of Things' still isn't’, Mashable (online) (18 June 2015) [http://mashable.com/2015/06/17/nest-cam-internet-of-things/]
Serviceability of the Connected Home, Human and Habitat

Another consumer issue that arises in the above scenario is that of device serviceability. Effectively managing up to ‘50 connected things per household’ may be a challenge for some consumers.

Maintenance of ‘Things’

Maintenance has a hardware and software element. In terms of hardware maintenance, all physical parts wear with use and time. As we adopt more and more ‘smart’ light bulbs and sensors, it will mean more physical ‘things’ that need to be replaced if they malfunction or become worn out. What if one sensor, of many, stops functioning? Do manufacturers need to build in ‘sensors for sensors’, so that the malfunction is identified, or will the ‘thing’ simply carry on, collecting and transmitting inaccurate data?

Software maintenance requires appropriate updates and monitoring. Software should be constantly updated for security and performance. When dozens or hundreds of ‘things’ need software updates, what is the best way to manage this? Automatic updates are one option, but may leave users vulnerable to unwanted features. Another solution is for IoT service providers to notify users of ‘significant’ updates only. Manual updates give users greater control, but leave them vulnerable to security risks until the software is updated manually.

Obsolescence and Device Life

Software updates can only go so far – IoT software will eventually outstrip hardware capacities. What happens if the Babels’ smart fridge becomes obsolete and the manufacturer stops supporting its software? What if third-party software developers no longer build or update applications for it?

Sciencewise describes ‘planned obsolescence’ as “a policy of producing consumer goods that rapidly become out of date, achieved by frequent changes in design, termination of the supply of spare parts, and the use of non-durable materials”\(^1\). Some experts express concern about this: “My car is 16 years old. I’m not sure I’d appreciate replacing a vehicle every few years due to software or security glitches that can’t be patched because the wheel size is wrong”\(^2\). How long will it be until the Babel family’s cheap smart toothbrushes, or their expensive smart car, is obsolete?

Powering your ‘Things’

Hundreds of ‘things’ means hundreds of ‘things’ that require power. Battery longevity is essential for connected ‘things’. This is usually not a problem since most sensors use very little power. Also, connected ‘things’ may be embedded and can be constantly connected to a power source, or even
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solar powered. Consumers need to consider energy consumption when connecting their home – cost, installation, maintenance and logistics.

Device Migration and Data Portability

Let’s assume the Babel family wanted to move, renovate or simply change network providers. Moving or renovating their Connected Home will now involve reconnecting their home, re-synchronising their devices, reconnecting their ‘things’ and with any luck, retaining their digital status quo. Computerworld contributing editor Preston Gralla shared his own ghastly vision of re-connecting an IoT home:

“You replace an old router with a new one. Your refrigerator, oven, microwave, light bulbs, heating system, air conditioner, door locks, security system, and even your toothbrushes (yes, there are already network-connected toothbrushes) were all connected to your old network. Now you need to connect them to your new one... There will be no common operating system for them, no standard way to connect and disconnect... how easy do you think it will be to connect your stove?”

Migrating data between IoT ‘ecosystems’ is a bigger problem. Steve Dalby, former Chief Regulatory Officer of iiNet, noted some “costs of disengagement” when switching IoT ecosystems: psychological pressure, re-synchronising each device, re-configuring for different standards and software, severing brand loyalty and the general hassle of data transfer.

Let’s say that the Babel family are an Apple family – they have built their home based on an Apple HomeKit ecosystem and their activity trackers use Apple HealthKit. The devices synchronise and communicate fluently. What if they start using a few Google or Amazon products and realise that they prefer them? What if Apple’s IoT platform is not compatible with others – the data backed up and stored in ways that only allow for Apple-to-Apple interoperability? The Babel family are forced to either find third-party applications to do this, reluctantly stick to Apple products or ‘migrate’ their entire Connected Home because their original IoT ecosystem doesn’t ‘play nicely’ with others.

Another conundrum arises if the Babels ever want to move, or sell their Connected Home. It is essential that the Babel family do not leave behind any personal information. Any connected fixtures may be difficult to remove, and their data must be securely wiped, thus the Babels need to remove all personal information stored by their Connected Home and connected ‘things’. If the Babels do not wipe or change the connected security system codes, security cameras or appliances, and therefore still have remote access to these, the new occupants are vulnerable to privacy or security intrusion.

Recently, the Online Trust Alliance and US National Association of Realtors compiled a useful checklist for vendors and purchasers of Connected Homes.

---


74 Interview with Steve Dalby, former iiNet Chief Regulatory Officer (via telephone, 4 June 2015).
‘Cognitive Bandwidth’
A more conceptual consumer issue is ‘cognitive bandwidth’. This refers to our capacity to mentally manage daily information input. In the context of IoT, this is the ability to ‘keep on top of’ all of our ‘things’. If each ‘thing’ needs maintenance and attention, how long before we become overwhelmed by so many connected devices?

Figure 16 - Digital Australians. Source: nbn via KPMG Demographics.

Cognitive bandwidth may be the IoT version of the ‘Dunbar Effect’. British anthropologist Robin Dunbar found that humans have a ‘maximum’ number of meaningful social relationships we can effectively manage – 150. Accenture recently combined this with Nielsen research that found that despite an increased use of mobile phones, the average number of apps used remained static at around 25\(^75\). If we apply these findings to the Babel family, we can quickly see how keeping up with so many devices can become mentally draining. Jenny Judge of The Guardian is more optimistic, envisioning an automated life that brings solitude, leisure and time for reflection\(^76\).

Scene Two: Guardian Angels

11:46am, 6 July 2020 – It’s a slow day for Johannes. His patients are not doing much, and the data from their activity trackers confirms this. He walks out of his office and into the kitchen to make his second double-espresso for the day. His smartwatch vibrates – his diet app is being worrisome again. The Babel kitchen sensed his arrival and his medical monitoring program is now displayed on the smart fridge’s screen. He finishes his espresso and walks into the lounge room. Again, his work program follows him to the screen of the main TV set. He sits on the couch. “ME-ternity, listen!” he exclaims. The Babel home’s ME-ternity home hub springs to life – within half a second, it captures the sound bite, sends it to the ME-ternity server in Estonia, authenticates his voice, and confirms the command. “TV, split screen, channels one and six”, he commands. ME-ternity splits the TV screen between his work program and a shopping channel. He sees George Clooney holding up a cup of his favourite brand of espresso. This is followed by an advertisement for longer lasting sex. “ME-ternity - TV, mute!” He turns his attention to his tablet.

The ‘Me-Money; Me-Problems’ personal finance app displays the Babel expenses summary. The power usage is unusually high – probably the solar panels on Evey’s window shades playing up. Something catches his eye – his insurance premiums seem to fluctuate monthly, although still payable annually. He zooms into the bar graph and notices that each hour showed a different rate, and seems to change frequently. His health insurance has gone up, but Olivia’s has gone down. Home insurance dropped by 10% last month and has stayed down. These fluctuations seem to begin around Christmas (when the family received activity tracking smartwatches) and when Johannes installed the ‘Safe-me First’ home security system.

“ME-ternity, Jon to RisQi Insurance, teleph-” – he is cut off by another notification, this time via his medical monitoring program on the TV screen. One of his patients has triggered the distress button on his wearable device. He rushes back to his desk. His program follows him onto his laptop screen. He accesses the patient’s health records via the NSW Health E-Health database – Wayne NACCA, 80% vision impairment... Assistance ‘Field Medic’ GPS bracelet, guide-dog (“Harrison”).

Johannes tracks Wayne’s heart rate in real-time – it is high, but not indicative of a disorder. No other biometric signs of emergency. The ‘Field Medic’ GPS shows that Harrison’s GPS dog collar is around the corner. Harrison must have run off. “ME-ternity, Jon to Sutherland Shire Council, Medical Assistance, Non-Emergency, telephone...”, he yells, eyes glued to the screen. ME-ternity connects him to an operator. Johannes briefs the operator, who dispatches a mobile medical unit to Wayne’s location. He is reunited with Harrison. Heart rate stabilises. Johannes makes a note on Wayne’s E-Health record. He steps away from his office. Another espresso. Another vibration. Another health insurance fluctuation.

The Connected Human: Healthcare and Wearables

In the above scenario, we see a few different sides to IoT, healthcare and wearables. Wearables in the medical industry allowed Johannes to monitor his patient remotely, in real-time and with very accurate physiological data. He was able to remedy Wayne’s (non) emergency remotely. On the flip side, Wayne was tracked, raising privacy and consent issues. Astute readers will also recall Johannes’ caffeine consumption and Olivia’s recent health kick – are their wearables sharing this information with their health insurance provider?
As part of this ‘healthcare revolution’, users may be required to share some of their most intimate personal information with strangers. This sharing is dictated by the privacy policy of the IoT service provider, which users need to click ‘agree’ to. This can include data that devices collect, as well as any inferences that can be drawn from that data. Some of these inferences are very personal (and the quality of inference highly variable), including drug consumption, whereabouts in real-time, biological disorders, stress levels, fitness levels and even sexual performance. This section touches on all of these implications.

What Kinds of Devices are on the Australian Market?
The consumer market is already awash with wearable devices. Figure 17 is an extract from a graphic depiction compiled by US firm Boston Technology.77 Australian consumer group CHOICE is a good starting point for those wanting to seek out what's available locally.78 The current Australian wearable market can be split into two main categories – activity trackers and smartwatches. The latter are more expensive, but frequently offer the features of activity trackers anyway. Examples of the former include Fitbit, Jawbone, Nike+, TomTom and Garmin products. Examples of the latter include the Pebble smartwatch, Apple Watch, Samsung wearables and Android Wear smartwatches.

Beecham Research created an interactive infographic depicting some wearables on the market, categorised by sector, application, functions and products.79 (Figure 18).

---

**What Kind of Data is being Captured?**

Wearable devices contain an assortment of hardware components (like sensors or GPS), able to capture many types of physiological data. For example, altimeters can detect ascension (stairs taken) and accelerometers detect movement (activity). Combine GPS location and accelerometer data and ‘steps taken’ can also be reasonably ascertained. When cross-referenced with physical characteristics and data from the heart-rate monitor, an IoT service can estimate kilojoules expended.

**Table 4 and Figure 19** below list some example of datasets captured by wearables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heart rate</th>
<th>Steps taken</th>
<th>Physical movement</th>
<th>Altitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (BMI)</td>
<td>Sleep data (duration, REM quality, time, hours)</td>
<td>Respiratory rate</td>
<td>Blood glucose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS location</td>
<td>Blood pressure</td>
<td>Caloric intake/expenditure</td>
<td>Body temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat</td>
<td>Environmental exposure (UV, humidity etc)</td>
<td>Atmospheric exposure (pollution etc.)</td>
<td>Compass data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4 – The Connected Human: Examples of Datasets Collected.**

![Figure 18 - Wearable technology application chart. Source: Beecham Research](image)
What Inferences can be drawn from Connected Human Data?

Multiple data sets, when coupled with contextual information can form the basis of very uncomfortable and intrusive inferences. In the above scenario, Johannes formed some semi-accurate inferences from Wayne’s wearable data. Wayne’s real-time heart rate data was not indicative of an emergency, despite being in distress. When cross-referenced with the GPS data on Wayne and his guide dog Harrison, he could draw a more accurate inference.

However, Johannes himself was the subject of more sinister inferences. A combination of his heart rate, toothbrush data and smart espresso machine output (see Scene One) revealed his high caffeine consumption. This (de-identified) data was sold to marketers, who personalised coffee advertisements for him. This was followed by another advertisement for ‘longer lasting sex’ (see Scene Two). Coincidence? Perhaps his physical activity data was sold to opportunistic pharmaceutical companies for ‘selective marketing’? It is not hard to join the dots in this scenario.

APPENDIX 2 is a table compiled by the author demonstrating three things: inferences that can be drawn from wearable data, how those inferences are drawn and possible value. These inferences can be made by anyone with access to the data, especially if multiple datasets are available and combined with contextual information like time, location and personal details. For example, a rapid, significant spike in heart rate may be innocent. When combined with context (Saturday night, young male, located at a music festival etc.), it may suggest drug consumption.

---

80 This list is non-exhaustive, and is the product of the author’s reasonable deductions and limited biological knowledge.
How is Connected Human Data Handled?
Further to the above discussion on what data is captured, and how inferences can be drawn from that data, this section focuses on how data is handled. Is this data sold to third parties? When? Do we have notice of, or give consent to, these transactions? **Short answer – it’s in the Privacy Policy.**

Let’s take a look at an example. **Fitbit** is a market leader of fitness trackers in Australia. Data collected by Fitbit devices is governed by Fitbit's Privacy Policy. All users must ‘agree’ to this before use. This Policy details what types of data Fitbit collects, how they use this data, which data is shared with third parties, and other ways that data is shared. Unfortunately, OAIC research suggests that only half of Australians read privacy policies, because they are too long (52%), complex (20%) or boring (9%)[^81].

Let’s focus on the following excerpt from Fitbit’s Privacy Policy (emphasis added):

"**How we Use Your Data**

...De-identified data that does not identify you may be used to inform the health community about trends; for marketing and promotional use; or for sale to interested audiences. See [Sharing of De-identified Data That Does Not Identify You](http://www.fitbit.com/au/privacy) to learn more…"

**What Data May Be Shared with Third Parties?**

First and foremost: **We don’t sell any data that could identify you.** We only share data about you when it is necessary to provide our services, when the data is de-identified and aggregated, or when you direct us to share it...

...Fitbit may **share or sell aggregated, de-identified data that does not identify you with partners and the public** in a variety of ways, such as by providing research or reports about health and fitness or in services provided under our Premium membership....[^82]

As per above, data held by Fitbit is either identifiable or de-identified. Under Fitbit's Privacy Policy, the latter can be sold to third parties for a wide array of uses, including marketing and promotional material. The data is anonymised – which means that only a set of data is sold, but not the identity of the user. That third party then uses that anonymous data for research, marketing or other purposes. If it is used for marketing, like in the case of Johannes, the marketer simply links 'data A' with 'anonymous user A', not 'Johannes' data' with 'Johannes'.

**Medical Benefits of Connecting Humans**

Data from wearable devices will allow unprecedented levels of personal health and fitness monitoring. Activity levels, training statistics, health and personal goals are available in real-time and in the palm of your hand (or on your wrist). As Kevin Petrie at Techcrunch puts it, “**informed people make better lifestyle decisions... and informed doctors provide better care, creating the right incentive to share vital data**"[^83]. Sleep monitoring can help insomniacs and those wanting to improve their

energy levels. Heart rate monitors will give consumers a more detailed snapshot of their fitness levels than ever before. People with specific conditions will be able to better monitor them, including diabetics and even expecting mothers. Fitness fanatics can track their personal bests and progress, even sharing it with their friends or competitors.

The benefits are arguably greater for the public if this data is stored centrally and accessed by medical practitioners. The UK Blackett IoT Review identified three areas of opportunity for public health: prevention and early identification, research, and tailored healthcare. Another is remote monitoring of patients, such as Wayne in Scene Two. Academics in India recently consolidated the benefits of e-health into ten E’s: efficiency, enhanced healthcare quality, based on evidence, empowerment of consumers and patients, encouragement of new relationships between patients and medical practitioners, education of physicians and patients, enabling exchange of information, extending scope of healthcare, ethics and equity.

Challenges of Connecting Humans

Greater collection of intimate personal information creates equally greater challenges. Journalist, writer and former legal practitioner Kashmir Hill raises several concerns about wearables, listed in Table 5 below. The author has added commentary and an additional concern.

---

85 Yatin Jog, Apurva Sharma, Kalyani Mhatre and Anand Abhishek, ‘Internet of Things As A Solution Enabler In Health Sector’ (2015) 7(2) International Journal of Bio-Science and Bio-Technology 9, 10
86 Kashmir Hill, ‘The privacy and security questions we must ask about the Apple Watch’, Fusion (online) (9 March 2015) <http://fusion.net/list/61049/apple-watch-privacy-security/>
Table 5 – Wearables: Kashmir Hill’s risks and concerns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk / Concern</th>
<th>Commentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is it easy to hack?</td>
<td>If a wearable device is connected, it can be compromised. The US National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee made the distinction between the security of ‘things’ and the security of medical ‘things’: “For an individual consumer, the risk is often minor; the failure of commercial IoT devices may be inconvenient, but generally do not threaten life or national security. Medical devices, however, including implantable ones, differ because an increasing number of them have built-in connectivity.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The device is always on and always on you</td>
<td>Just like our smartphones are ‘the only organs outside of our body’ – wearables never leave us. This attachment to our devices means that every action and fluctuation can be put into context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are your apps doing and sharing?</td>
<td>The US Federal Trade Commission (‘FTC’) had active discussions on IoT and wearables. The FTC studied 12 mobile fitness and health apps, revealing that they disseminated user information to 76 third parties. A similar study by Evidon found 20 apps disseminating data to 70 third parties88, and one by Privacy Rights Clearinghouse stated that “consumers should not assume any of their data are private in the mobile app environment – even health data that they consider sensitive”99.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can your heart rate be subpoenaed?</td>
<td>Like any other stored data, it can be used as evidence in litigation or a criminal trial. In Canada, Fitbit data was used in a personal injury case90 and in the US, Fitbit data was used to disprove sexual assault allegations91.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s add another Connected Human consumer issue to Hill’s list...

Who will be monitoring this? | Wearable tracking is useful for personal fitness; medical diagnosis; treatment; and keeping tabs on loved ones. It can also be valuable to other specific groups of people:  

- **Athletes and coaches** benefit from this data. It allows them to quantify the fitness, training and progress of professional athletes. In the future, expect to see coaches mould their game plans around which athletes are quantified as the fittest.  

- By using wearables, **employers** can track employee location, health, sleep, alertness and productivity92. This may influence their daily decisions. For instance, if employee X didn’t get much sleep last night, perhaps employee Y might |

---

88 Eleanor Harding, ‘Personal details in smartphone fitness apps ‘sold to other firms’: 20 most used products pass information to nearly 70 companies’, *Daily Mail Australia* (online) (3 September 2013)  
89 Emily Steel and April Dembosky, ‘Health apps run into privacy snags’, *Financial Times* (online) (1 September 2013)  
90 Samuel Gibbs, ‘Court sets legal precedent with evidence from Fitbit health tracker’, *The Guardian* (online) (19 November 2014)  
91 Marielle Moon, ‘Fitbit tracking data comes up in another court case’, *Engadget* (online) (28 June 2015)  
92 Peter Ker, ‘Australian workers are starting to have their brains monitored in the workplace’, *Sydney Morning Herald* (online) (3 July 2015)
be better to lead the big client pitch.

- Wearable data is very valuable to health insurance companies, since they can track how active someone is, and the quality of their sleep. Some are offering free Fitbits and discounts to members as an incentive to sign up and stay fit.\(^93\)

### Internet of Things and Affordability

In Scene Two, Johannes Babel was confronted with a number of confusing expense fluctuations. His health insurance varied hourly, and his health insurer seemed to give different family members different rates. It is likely that his insurance companies knew about Olivia’s health kick and Johannes’ fourth espresso, and adjusted their health premiums according to their revised ‘riskiness’.

Jessica Rich, director of the Bureau for Consumer Protection at the FTC, explained that “health data from [a person’s] connected device, may be collected and then sold to data brokers and other companies [they do] not know exis... these companies could use [their] information to market other products and services to [them]; make decisions about [their] eligibility for credit, employment, or insurance; and share with yet other companies”\(^94\).

### Internet of Things and Insurance

Insurance companies analyse large datasets to form accurate risk assessments. This is IoT’s main benefit to the insurance sector. ‘Usage-based Insurance’ (’UBI’) refers to ‘pay as you use’ insurance pricing models where price is based on usage, behaviour and other relevant factors. Other factors may include fitness levels and diet, or the presence of home security systems.

A report by BI Intelligence lists some IoT use-cases in the insurance sector:

1. Car insurers using ‘pay as/how you drive’ pricing models;
2. Using IoT analytics to foresee and track severe weather conditions in real-time;
3. Encouraging consumers to adopt IoT devices that alleviate risk, like in-car drowsiness detectors or proximity sensors, or atmospheric sensors for impending storms; and
4. Home insurers using IoT devices like drones to survey damage after an event.\(^95\)

### Case Study: Wearables, Smart Fridges and Insurance

APPENDIX 2 identifies some inferences from wearables and their sensors. The manufacturer and third parties could deduce how healthy someone is, how active someone is, whether they smoke, take recreational drugs or suffer from minor mental disorders. These inferences may influence

---


the risk profile of a member. Even in Australia, AIA Insurance offers discounts to consumers who share their Fitbit data, and Medibank offers FlyBuy points for taking 10,000 steps every day\textsuperscript{96}. The Connected Home has similar value to insurers.

Smart fridges of the future may record what consumers eat and how much of it. If someone suffers from cholesterol, but still insists on full-fat butter, their health insurance premium may fluctuate. Alternatively, if the grocery lists are full of greens, the member may see discounts on their insurance bill.

**Case Study: Connected Cars and Car Insurance**

Some of the features of a connected car, including driving statistics and eye movements, can be logged by the manufacturer and sold to third parties such as insurance companies and government bodies. These are some of the benefits for **insurers**:

1. **Reliable, real-time data on driving habits** such as braking, acceleration, speeding, time and distance driven, weather conditions and other driving habits. These allow insurers to set prices based on driving behaviour.
2. **Affirming or dismissing claims.** If a car’s dashboard tracks eye movements at the time of an accident, and the driver was speeding, hands were off the wheel, or they were driving negligently, the insurer will know about it.
3. **Assessing damage.** Connected cars will be full of sensors. These sensors not only act as a way to track maintenance and faults, but can also assess damage. For instance, if ‘sensors indicate 70% damage’, the insurer may assess it as a write-off.

Some Australian insurers offer discounts for using their smartphone app\textsuperscript{97}. These apps may track location (and so speed, distance and time travelled).

**Internet of Things and Creditworthiness**

By now the IoT formula is clear – more devices collecting more data means more of consumers’ personal information being sold to third parties. IoT data can also determine credit scores and product consumption patterns. At a [2013 FTC IoT Conference], Scott Peppet of the University of Colorado law school said “I can paint an incredibly detailed and rich picture of who you are based on your Fitbit data... That data is so high quality that I can do things like price insurance premiums or I could probably evaluate your credit score incredibly accurately”\textsuperscript{98}.

---


Internet of Things and Price Discrimination

Price discrimination does exist innocently, and most users accept it. Take, for example, concession or pensioner discounts, early-bird prices on flights and loyalty or bulk-buy discounts. More ‘sinister’ forms of price discrimination are used to explore consumer demand, steer customers into different products, create targeted advertising and set prices based on a number of personal factors like behaviour, preferences and income bracket. Data-based price discrimination was identified as such a big problem that it formed the basis for a White House paper on big data and differential pricing in February 2015 and an FTC Workshop on Big Data as a tool for exclusion in September 2014.

Manufacturers and service providers can share IoT data with third parties, allowing them to ‘price discriminate’ in real-time. For example, if someone is identified as an Apple customer, retailers may charge them a premium on Apple accessories. If someone’s online calendar shows that they have a commitment in Melbourne coming up, they may be willing to pay more for flights to Melbourne because they need to be there, regardless of price. Patrick Fair, partner at law firm Baker & McKenzie, has been a vocal player in Australian IoT discussions, and has expressed concern over this consumer issue. In a presentation to the Communications Alliance IoT Think Tank recently, Mr Fair described the “major imbalance in bargaining power in transactions” between consumers and IoT vendors and service providers.

The ‘Freemium’ Business Model

IoT will proliferate ‘freemium’ business models, as vendors (and our own former Communications Minister, Malcolm Turnbull) begin to realise that “the value of the information produced by all of these connected things will soon start to outweigh the small cost of producing the sensors that gather that data, and possibly even the products that they’re embedded inside”99. UNSW academic Kate Carruthers noted that “connected devices are transformed from a single-purchase product into a service that generates recurring income... value is not in the devices, but in new services related to the devices”100. IoT will become an enabler of the ‘freemium’ business model – vendors will give out discounted or free goods and services, banking on all of the valuable data that will be collected afterwards. It is vital that consumers are aware of the implications of these emerging business models, so as to create a market for ethical or privacy-focused services.

Home Management

In the above scenario, we saw Johannes manage the Babel home from his tablet, assisted by the fictional Babel home hub platform, ‘ME-ternity’. The future Connected Home will have data points and sensors everywhere – every outlet, every solar panel, every ‘smart thing’. Energy and water sensors will give a detailed breakdown of consumption. According to recent iControl study, heating and cooling account for 48% of energy consumption in the average US home101. McKinsey predicts that

99 Malcolm Turnbull, opening address for the AIIA Summit: Navigating the Internet of Things (26 March 2015) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8lZl7hGCFI&index=3&list=PLpK9LWXfsoo4ZUN3qVt2CYswyEzv21t>
by 2025, ‘chore automation’ will cut 100 hours of labour per household and nearly $135 billion in savings, followed by an energy consumption saving of between $50 - $110 billion\textsuperscript{102}.

Smart thermometers, lights and air conditioners may ensure that energy is consumed efficiently. When no one is home, the Connected Home will use power conservatively. Smart thermostats use sensors, real-time weather forecasts, and daily domestic activity to reduce monthly energy usage and keep occupants comfortable without their input. This may save users money on their utility bills. Smart washing machines and dishwashers can delay wash cycles for off-peak periods. All of this can be managed with home/smartphone programs like SmartThings and CSIRO’s Eddy smart home energy app, allowing consumers to control their home from anywhere.

Greater Cost of Connectivity?

Cost of data becomes another consumer issue for the connected consumer. If each device needs internet connectivity, does this mean a new SIM card and data plan for each device? Are they all able to connect to the Wi-Fi network? Do consumers need to worry about upgrading their broadband?

The short answer is no. The IoT market and existing connectivity standards make cost of data a minor issue for most consumers. There are a few reasons for this. Firstly, IoT devices generally use very small amounts of data. Even though they emit data constantly, each data packet is only a few kilobytes\textsuperscript{103}. Secondly, most mobile IoT devices don’t use internet connectivity. Most wearables synchronise using Bluetooth or NFC technology.

Elderly Consumers and Consumers with Disabilities

Internet of Things and the Elderly

The elderly will be one of the biggest beneficiaries of wearable ‘things’. A recent iControl study found that 72% of consumers aged 25-34 and 74% of parents would ‘sleep better at night’ if their parents or grandparents had smart home technology\textsuperscript{104}. Connected thermometers (in the home or on the person) can alert authorities if elderly residents are experiencing dangerous levels of heat or cold. It is no secret that Australia faces an ageing population challenge – one that can be mitigated with IoT solutions.

Internet of Things and Persons with Disabilities

Some accessibility challenges faced by elderly consumers are also faced by consumers with disabilities. Some disabilities that may hinder accessibility include mobility-related disabilities, chronic illnesses and sensory impairment. A 2012 ABS study found that 4.2 million or 18.5% of Australians had a disability\textsuperscript{105}.


\textsuperscript{103} One gigabyte of data equals one million kilobytes. Most Australian home broadband plans offer between 50GB per month to ‘unlimited’.


IoT can bring new opportunities for consumers with disabilities. Wearables can enhance day-to-day safety via remote monitoring and embedded alarm features. Fitness trackers collect essential physiological data and enhance illness detection and management. For example, **buddi** offers wearable, monitored emergency alarm systems with built-in heart rate monitor, GPS, location alerts, and ‘fall’ sensors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Disability</th>
<th>Examples of Useful Functionalities Enabled by IoT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical and Dexterity</td>
<td>Remote support and services at home&lt;br&gt;Speech activated devices&lt;br&gt;Automated accessibility functions in public spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Interpretation of user environment for way finding&lt;br&gt;Near field automation&lt;br&gt;Speech activated devices which communicate with speech output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td>Captioning in glasses delivered by beacons&lt;br&gt;Visual cues about status of home devices on mobile device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Localisation and orientation&lt;br&gt;Automated reminders&lt;br&gt;Programmable safety processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 – IoT and accessibility opportunities. Source: [G3ict](https://www.g3ict.org)

IoT also has the innovative potential for user input, user interface and device interaction. These include gesture control, speech input, text-to-speech, eye tracking and innovative product designs, like cubes that act as ‘remote controls’ for the Connected Home or Braille smartwatches. These innovative methods of interacting with our devices could dramatically improve the lives of some users, who will be able to interact with technology like never before.

**Scene Three: Into the Wild**

1:09pm 6 July 2020 – Olivia Babel decides that it’s time for lunch. She steps away from her desk, the monitor automatically locking. The ‘Ego-Centro’ shopping mall across the road is a good opportunity to do some shopping. She brings up her kitchen inventory on her smartphone, checking to see what they need. As she steps through the automatic doors, the Bluetooth beacons detect her smartphone and activity tracker. She also connects to the Ego-Centro free Wi-Fi, after accepting the terms and conditions she didn’t read. As a regular customer, Ego-Centro adds this visit to her ongoing user profile.

*The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensors detect her proximity to the food court. Her Ego-Centro marketing profile is under the demographic ‘fit mum’ and they know of her regular healthy preferences. As she nears, the Ego-Centro app on her smartwatch sends her a notification telling her of the specials on healthy meals. She dismisses the notification and checks her diet app (synchronised with her fitness tracker) – she has been in caloric deficit all week, so decides to indulge. She turns to ‘Self-Patty Burgers & Grill’ and purchases a burger, using her NFC-enabled smartwatch to pay. Her diet app, Ego-Centro app and fitness app all try to figure this out – is she stressed? Has she taken in fewer calories this morning so is extra hungry? Later that week, a data broker will sell this data to ‘Self-Patty Burgers & Grill’ so that they can figure out when Olivia might indulge again.*

*After lunch, she steps into her favourite department store, ‘Me-Tail Therapy’. The Me-Tail Therapy*
app talks to the Wi-Fi, Bluetooth beacons and sensors to update her user profile, including recent purchases and searches. It’s her daughter Evey's birthday next week and Evey’s social media use seems to indicate that she might like the ‘Barb-bb-me’ Wi-Fi doll. As Olivia walks past an interactive screen, it beams an advertisement for this product. Olivia doesn’t notice. The Me-Tail eye movement tracker on the panel noted this, and ensures that Barb-bb-me isn’t charged for the advertisement in this instance.

A pair of shoes catches her eye. She stops, picks them up, checks the price tag, puts them back down. Disappointed, she moves on down the aisle. The RFID tag in the shoes, sensors and eye trackers sensed her interest. Me-Tail checks her creditworthiness with data from the Babel ‘Me-Money-Me-Problems’ service and knows she’s a suitable candidate. It sends her a 15% discount on her smartwatch seconds later. She succumbs, puts the shoes in a Me-Tail smart bag. As she leaves the store, the exit sensors read the RFID tag on the shoes, find her Me-Tail profile and charge her the discounted price as she walks out. No awkward checkout conversations.

Back at home; Johannes gets another notification on his smart watch. Evey has left the school grounds. He gets up visibly agitated. “ME-ternity, Jon to Liv, SMS, Evey is skipping school again – please take care of it”, he bellows. Olivia gets the notification on her smartwatch and reads the SMS on the smartphone. She is agitated and her heart rate spikes. She tells the office that there’s an emergency and rushes to her Connected Car. She turns it on with her fingerprint and brings up Evey’s smartwatch coordinates on the dashboard GPS. The location is unreliable – Evey must have her GPS turned off, relying instead on less accurate cell towers. Olivia drives to Evey’s general vicinity – turning corners sharply, accelerating quickly and going well beyond the speed limit. Warnings trigger, she dismisses them. Her in-built digital radio plays an ad for longer lasting sex.

Eye trackers on the dashboard sense that her eyes aren’t staying in front and that she just went through her third red light. Her car notifies the closest police patrol car, which quickly stops her. She explains that she has lost Evey, and gives the police a description. They inform their local Smart City control centre. An analyst scans the nearby CCTV cameras, sensors, public Wi-Fi hotspots and other people’s smartphone sensors, trying to spot Evey or her smartwatch. Several sensors show that she just walked into a local cafe. Public CCTV footage and facial recognition software confirm that it’s her. The analyst notifies a police officer, who is dispatched to collect her.

After this ordeal, Olivia finally returns to her desk. Her activity tracker has detected high levels of stress and adrenaline. It asks her if she’s okay, she confirms. Some chamomile tea might help. Her local cafe sends a promotional code to her smartwatch.

**Internet of Things and Consumerism**

A lot has happened in the above scenario. On a simple lunchtime trip to the shopping mall, Olivia Babel interacted with a number of modern trends in consumerism – data analytics, real-time personalised marketing, interactive advertisements, customer tracking, customer profiling and automatic checkout. The Alexandra Institute’s [2011 IoT comic book](http://example.com) depicts some of these, extracted in APPENDIX 3.
Internet of Things and making Purchases

The Internet and mobility has revolutionised how consumers make purchases. Connected and smart ‘things’ will drive this revolution in several key ways:

1. **Personal inventory management** refers to the ability to check, in real-time, how much of something is in stock. In Scene One, this was the Babel’s smart fridge and the limited almond milk supply, and in Scene Three this was Olivia remotely checking her fridge’s contents. As appliances, clothing and other items become ‘connected’, personal inventory management will become much easier.

2. IoT will introduce **new, novel ways to make purchases**. One of the best examples recently released on the market is the Amazon Dash Button. The concept is simple – physical ‘buy’ buttons that can be attached to things. When pressed, they order more of that product from Amazon or other vendors.

3. **Autonomous and predictive purchasing** is an emerging area of consumerism. Once a device or service recognises a user’s purchasing patterns, it can autonomously make purchases, or recommend certain products. When paired with personal inventory management, it can be pre-set to make purchases of items that are running low – such as almond milk. Amazon is also working on Amazon Dash Replenishment Service (DRS). This is a service that detects when a specific item is running low and orders more. This service can either be built in to an appliance (such as a sensor in an espresso machine) or existing services can be synchronised to Amazon’s DRS.

4. **Embedding wireless tags in products or packaging** will become more commonplace. This offers benefits for both the retailer and consumer. Including sensors in clothing allows vendors and consumers to manage their wardrobe digitally and even be notified of wear and tear. Estimote is one of many companies harnessing the convenience of Bluetooth beacon and smartphone integration for this purpose.

5. Connected devices will be **harder to counterfeit and easier to authenticate**, ensuring consumers know that they are buying legitimate products. This also has protects the intellectual property of the owners of the trademark or design in a product.

Internet of Things, Data Analytics and Marketing

Personalised advertising and data brokerage is a multi-billion dollar industry. It is not a new concept, but IoT does set a new bar – more connected ‘things’ means more personal data is shared with more third parties – with one key purpose being marketing. According to the Harvard Business Review:

“*Smart, connected products allow companies to form new kinds of relationships with customers... they gain new insights into how products create value for customers, allowing better positioning of offerings and more effective communication of product value to customers*”\(^{106}\)

In Scene Three, when Olivia walked into the Ego-Centro shopping centre and favourite retailer Me-Tail Therapy, the vendors knew more about her than she knew about them. Before she walked in,

they did their homework on her, her life, her purchases and the type of customer she is. They even did their homework on others, anticipating Evey's upcoming birthday, finding out what Evey liked and then sending Olivia useful suggestions or promotional advertising.

**Internet of Things and how Consumers Shop**

In Olivia's short shopping trip, she was exposed to a number of 'futuristic' technologies, many of which are used today.

**Real-Time, Personalised Promotions**

Once a retailer has profiled a consumer, they can use the tools at their disposal to deliver promotions, information and advertisements in real-time. Smartphones and smart watches can connect to various sensors or networks around the store. Customers can ‘interact’ with items and allow retailers to ‘push’ out notifications or promotions. For example, a consumer that has been Googling Singapore a lot may expect to receive a holiday promotion to Singapore on their smartwatch next time they walk past a travel agent.

Similarly, technology allows new and innovative methods of advertising. When Olivia walked past an advertising panel, proximity sensors displayed personalised, digital signage when she was near. Eye-trackers detected her attention to the ad. Eye-trackers track where and how long someone’s eyes look at certain areas of a product or advertisement. **Figures 21 and 22** are examples of where most consumers look at an item, and for how long\(^\text{107}\).

**Digital Assistance**

IoT makes it easier to get product information. **QR Codes** already allow customers to bring up product information on their smartphone, but new IoT developments like Bluetooth beacons and **Smart Glass** allow consumers to simply touch an item or display and have information brought up on their smartphone, using their body as the ‘conductor’.

Digital checkout is the natural progression from self-checkout. In Scene Three, Olivia enjoyed the ease of walking out of the store without a checkout.

counter. RFID tags can scan products remotely, from metres away. Detected items can be paid for wirelessly with a smartwatch or an app that is linked to a customer account.

**Customer Service**

According to Paul Weichselbaum of the Harvard Business Review, the company-customer relationship is changing from the traditional ‘fire and forget’ model (where post-sale customer service is for warranty or product support only) to a more ‘continuous, open-ended experience’ with ongoing software updates, customer service and dynamic, real-time user profiles. In other words, the ‘transaction’ is ongoing.

In March 2015, Altimeter released a report examining how IoT can be used to build better customer relationships. It identified five ‘use cases’ of how IoT and sensors can be used to enhance customer experience: context-based awards, improved decision-making, facilitation of exchange, proactive, real-time service and opportunity for innovation.

**Customer Tracking**

Wireless sensors and CCTV footage can assist retailers determine which items or marketing are most popular and where customers remain the longest. According to the Harvard Business Review:

> “You can know when customers enter your store, how long they are there, what products they look at, and for how long. When they buy something, you can know how long that item had been on the shelf and whether that shelf is in an area of things that usually sell fast or slowly. And
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then you can view that data by shoppers’ age, gender, average spend, brand loyalty, and so on”\textsuperscript{110}.

**Internet of Things and Children**

In Scene Three, Johannes and Olivia were able to track their missing daughter Evey by using her wearable device and with the aid of public sensory networks.

There are dozens of devices on the market that children can wear and use as smart watches. Many include a GPS, which allows remote monitoring and tracking. GPS-connected activity trackers can potentially reveal location, heart rate and other information in real time to concerned parents.

![Figure 24 – IoT and lost children. Source: Oakton Applications](image)

Internet of Things and Privacy

“In the not-too-distant future, many, if not most, aspects of our everyday lives will be digitally observed and stored. That data trove will contain a wealth of revealing information that, when patched together, will present a deeply personal and startlingly complete picture of each of us.”

– Edith Ramirez, chair of the FTC

In 1970, Newsweek produced a cover with the tagline ‘Is Privacy Dead?’ (Figure 25) and an associated article entitled ‘The Assault on Privacy’. This ‘slogan’ is arguably more relevant in the digital age, but this image does serve as a reminder that most new technology is often met with fear, eventually accepted and then blended seamlessly into daily life. It is therefore likely that IoT will – ultimately – be met with the same reception.

IoT has been described as “the greatest mass surveillance infrastructure ever” where information is “bought, bartered traded and sold”. According to US Senator Ed Markey, “Consumers’ most sensitive information is collected and turned into dossiers that are pure gold in the hands of marketers and pitchmen.” Vivek Wadhwa thinks IoT has ‘gone too far’, writing that “cameras are already recording our every move in city streets, in office buildings and in shopping malls. Our newly talkative devices will keep track of everything we do, and our cars will know everywhere we have been. Privacy will be dead, even within our homes.” Jon Lawrence of Electronic Frontiers Australia describes wearables “opt-in, ubiquitous, always-on surveillance.”

Figure 25 - Is privacy dead?
Source: The Daily Beast
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Internet of Things and Consumer Privacy – In a Nutshell

This report will focus on the implications of IoT specifically on privacy in general. Privacy is made up of multiple elements, including personal privacy and information privacy. IoT generally has its impact on information privacy, but specific ‘things’ like drones or embedded cameras may infringe on personal privacy. Conceptual discussions of privacy, such as ‘what is privacy?’ and ‘what does privacy mean?’, are omitted for lack of scope.

The Internet of Things raises five unique privacy concerns:

1. **Scale** – It creates more data collection points, since more ‘things’ collect data;
2. **Method** – It creates novel ways of collecting data, such as via sensors and smart things;
3. **Reach** – It penetrates more intimate areas of our lives, such as data on our bodies and inside our homes;
4. **Nature** – An advanced IoT ecosystem is designed to collect data covertly and ‘in the background’ via sensors and other digital tools, meaning that consumers may not be aware of the collection of personal information; and
5. **Depth** – The collective result of the above four concepts will be greater than the sum of the parts. As a result of greater scale, new methods, reach and nature of data collection and processing, IoT will have a synergistic effect on existing privacy concerns.

In summary: IoT brings little new to the privacy table – it merely enables greater volumes, new types, methods and subtleties of data collection. In other words, it takes existing privacy issues and multiplies them.

Internet of Things in the ‘Taxonomy of Privacy Violations’

In 2006, Daniel J. Solove of George Washington University compiled a ‘taxonomy’ of privacy violations. In APPENDIX 4, this report lists the four broad types of privacy violation and sub-categories, and explains each in the context of IoT118.

**EU WP29 – Privacy and Data Protection Challenges in the Internet of Things**

The European Union Article 29 Working Party ("EU WP29") is a collection of 28 EU national data protection authorities formed for the ‘protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data’.

In late 2014, the EU WP29 released the 'Opinion on the Recent Developments on the Internet of Things', where it outlined 10 privacy and data protection challenges of IoT119, listed below.
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1. Ensuring users have *sufficient control*, as they often cannot review the data before its 'publication'.

2. *Automatic or default communication* without the user being aware and the difficulty in controlling the flow of data.

3. A *lack of awareness by individuals*, other than the user, of a device's enhanced capabilities and the quality of their consent.

4. The *insufficiency of classical consent mechanisms* and the need for new methods of consent.

5. The risk of *stakeholders processing data beyond the original specified purposes*, particularly in light of the advances in algorithms and analytics engines.

6. IoT devices' ability to *determine the habits, behaviours and daily activities of individuals*.

7. The limits on the *ability to remain anonymous* while using IoT devices or services.

8. The vulnerability of devices to "re-identification attacks" where users can be identified by an unauthorised party.

9. The risk of turning an everyday object into a *privacy and information security target*.

10. The battle between device battery efficiency and the security of communications resulting in a *lack of encrypted data flows*.

In addition to the four IoT-specific privacy risks identified earlier in Solove's 'Taxonomy of Privacy Issues', the EU WP29 identified two more IoT-specific privacy risks that deserve particular attention – the risk of re-identification and the insufficiency of traditional consent models for the collection of personal information.

**Identification, De-Identification, Re-Identification?**

All IoT goods and services that collect personal information must do so under the provider’s privacy policy. Most privacy policies handle personal information in a similar manner – personal information is ‘de-identified’ and can be shared with third parties for a number of reasons, including research, marketing and promotion.

**Example: The Life Cycle of Olivia Babel's Fitness Wearable Data**

Olivia's fitness wearable collects health information. Olivia has 'agreed' for that data to be shared with third parties. The terms are likely to be similar to those of Fitbit, discussed in earlier sections of this report.

In Scene Three, her fitness wearable provider 'de-identified' Olivia's datasets (such as heart rate, steps taken etc) and sold it to her diet app provider. The diet app received datasets for 'user X' (Olivia). The diet app then collated that data with more 'de-identified' datasets from other sources (like purchases or Internet browsing history) and made some inferences – 'User X is quite active, she eats well, she likes health pages on social media, she is a mother etc'. This data is then shared again with other parties, such as her favourite store, *Me-Tail Therapy*. Using those inferences, and knowing Olivia's unique smartphone details, *Me-Tail Therapy* was able to offer her personalised advertising, without ever knowing who she was. Technically, all they had was several de-identified and anonymous datasets. The algorithms did the rest.
One of the biggest issues in digital privacy is the risk of ‘re-identification’. This involves collecting so much de-identified/anonymised data on a set of users that, with enough algorithmic work and enough cross-referencing, someone can identify with accuracy who that person is. It can be argued that with enough ‘anonymous’ datasets, demographics and a bit of context, someone can be re-identified.

For example, 1,000 anonymous datasets of heart rate data, by themselves, are hard to re-identify. However, when the fluctuations in heart rate are cross-reference with other datasets (time, location, gym visit time, etc.) the relationship between the two data sets can be identified and linked. This issue was addressed in a 2015 FTC Staff Report on the Internet of Things, including recent studies on the topic. Most stakeholders conceded that re-identification is possible, but the risk is ‘very small’ and re-identification is a “technologically rigorous and expensive endeavour, with very limited success rates”. A 2009 research group tried to re-identify a set of 15,000 patient records that were de-identified under US health privacy standards, with a success rate of 0.013%. Therefore, while difficult, re-identification of de-identified data is certainly possible.

Protecting the Privacy of Australian Consumers

The Australian Information Privacy Framework

*Information Privacy* focuses on the security of personal information, governed by 13 ‘Australian Privacy Principles’ ("APPs"), found in Schedule 1 of *Privacy Act 1988 (Cth)* ("the Act") (APPENDIX 5). Similar state legislation governs personal information held by statutory bodies. These APPs set out the requirements for the collection, use, disclosure, retention, handling, destruction and de-identification of ‘Personal Information’, defined under s6(1) of the Act as “information or an opinion about an identified individual, or an individual who is reasonably identifiable”.

Protecting ‘Health Information’

*Health Information Privacy* is concerned with health and genetic information. This information is ‘Sensitive Information’ under the Act, and some APPs place a higher standard on its collection and handling. ‘Health information’ falls under ‘sensitive information’, and is to be treated under the higher standard. The definition is broad, and almost all commentators interviewed for this report agree that it falls under this definition.
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Where this becomes particularly interesting in the IoT context is the handling of wearable data – is this considered 'health information', and therefore handled at a higher standard than regular 'personal information'? No Australian privacy commissioner, state or federal, has yet addressed this question. On face value, Connected Human data provides a lot of information about a user's health, and new methods of steganography assert that individual can be identified based on their unique heart rate waveform. According to UNSW academic David Vaile, "Health data is the most sensitive of personal information... Anyone expecting protection in the contract or from the regulators is dreaming". This distinction between 'Personal Information' and 'Sensitive Information' will have major implications for how businesses are able to handle Connected Human data.

This report will conclude discussion on IoT and privacy with an excerpt from a paper by US law firm Goodwin Procter:

"[IoT] data may reveal an individual’s identity, location, medical issues, religious or political preferences, financial information, family and friends, sexual orientation, favorite coffee shop, driving habits, whether [their] home’s doors and windows are locked, and when [they are] not home. Put bluntly, we have always made noise as we interacted with the world around us, but soon that world will be much better equipped to listen and make sense of what it hears."

Consumer privacy will be one of, if not the most, important consumer issues to emerge from IoT.

Scene Four: Old Man Yells at Cloud

7:13pm 6 July 2020 - The Babel family has had a long day. Tensions are high and they are all exhausted. George Clooney's voice can be heard coming from the smart fridge, offering a discount on espresso for the next half hour. They decide to give the Connected Home a rest for the day and enjoy a night out. As they leave the house, the sensors count each member as they walk out of the door. Consulting embedded sensors and their smartphones’ GPS, the Babel home waits patiently until it knows that they have left. Once they are 50 metres down the road, their Connected Home activates the security system, turns on the activity sensors and cameras and locks all of the doors. It also enters power-saving mode, and switches off all appliances except for the Wi-Fi and security systems. Johannes and Olivia get a notification on their smart watches that the Babel home is secure.

An hour later, as they sit at a restaurant, they get another notification – the smoke alarm is going off. Johannes steps away from the table and accesses the home security cameras. He can log in to view them, but can’t control them. Alarmed, he excuses himself and makes his way home. He approaches his house’s front door and waits for the home security system to let him in. It doesn’t seem to sense his presence. He tries to open the door – it’s still locked. He can see smoke coming from
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the kitchen window. His security system isn’t responding to his smart phone app commands. He now curses himself for not upgrading to the model with the fingerprint scanner. There are now two fire alarms going off – the fire brigade is alerted. He makes his way to the back of the house, climbing through a window panel that wasn’t ‘connected’. The smart toaster is belching smoke and the smart fridge screen is flashing. He unplugs the toaster from the electricity socket and disconnects the Wi-Fi. The appliances go lifeless. The fire brigade arrives.

Johannes and Olivia are astounded. The smart toaster, fridge and espresso machine all took on a life of their own. The ME-ternity connection logs show that someone had gained unauthorised access to their home network. That explained why he was locked out of the home – almost everything connected to the Wi-Fi was compromised. It gave Olivia chills that a ‘hacker’ was able to peer into her home and view her security cameras.

Upon further investigation, the first device comprised was the ‘Unlock-me-Home’ garage door sensor, bought online from an overseas store that stocked counterfeit ‘Unlock-me-Home’ devices. A legitimate ‘Unlock-me-Home’ garage door sensor was triple the price. The counterfeit was identical, but with unofficial software, preventing counterfeit detection. The software had not been updated for months. Johannes called ‘Unlock-me-Home’ Asia-Pacific, who told him that he did not have a legitimate version of the product. He then complained to NSW Fair Trading, his internet service provider and the ACCC. Desperate, he turned to his neighbour Alexander, a law student and intern for ACCAN. Alexander told him that consumer redress would be difficult, and next time, to be more informed about his Connected Home, Human and Habitat.

Securing the Internet of Things

While threats to consumer privacy present ethical, social and financial risks, connected device security could literally mean life or death. Mark Pesce, academic, author and technologist said about IoT, “there will be billions of connected devices and that’s great, but that also means billions of new attack platforms”\textsuperscript{129}. Peter Greenwood had the following to say:

“Somebody far away will be able to turn on your oven when you’re on vacation. Your lawnmower will be part of a botnet sending spam. The fridge of the future will offer to reorder your preferred groceries, because it’s been scanning the barcodes on everything you put inside. That’s great, until bad guys figure out how to read the barcodes off bottles of antiretroviral drugs and learn who has HIV”\textsuperscript{130}.

The Babel family learnt this the hard way – their Connected Home was ‘hacked’ at one of the weakest links – a cheap, disposable, illegitimate and under-secured garage door sensor. The software was not updated regularly, and vulnerable to new exploits. Since this was connected to the rest of their network, the hacker was able to gain access to the remaining appliances, wreaking havoc.

\textsuperscript{129} Interview with Mark Pesce, academic and technology adviser (in person, 26 May 2015)
\textsuperscript{130} Keith Winstein, ‘Introducing the ‘right to eavesdrop on your things’’ Politico (online) (June 2015) <http://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2015/06/internet-of-things-privacy-concerns-000107>
A New Frontier for Security Challenges

As with privacy, IoT does not present any new issues, but instead adds scale and complexity to existing ones. As Symantec put it in their 2015 Internet Security Threat Report, “[IoT] is not a new problem but an ongoing one." That same report found that 52% of health apps did not even have a privacy policy in place and 20% sent out unencrypted data. OpenDNS lists three new security challenges: IoT presents new avenues for remote exploitation, the IoT infrastructure is beyond user or IT department's control, and there is a casual approach to IoT device management, meaning largely unmonitored or unpatched connected ‘things’. The FTC foresees the following security challenges: companies inexperienced with IoT software and standards, and millions of cheap, disposable ‘things’ that would cost far more to secure (especially continuously) than to manufacture. They also foresee IoT creating more platforms for facilitating attacks on other systems and unprecedented safety risks (like hacking bio-mechanical devices). Michael O’Brien raises the issue of expectations – users cannot be expected to keep every device patched and up-to-date, and businesses cannot be expected to invest the resources to keep every ‘disposable, lightweight’ device secure. Interconnectivity is another unique IoT security issue. More devices connected to a single network equals greater risk – if a single connected light bulb is compromised, the rest of the network could be accessed. In fact, Target US suffered one of the biggest data hacks in consumer history via their air conditioning unit.

IoT opens up new frontiers for security at the thing level. A 2014 HP analysis of 10 popular Connected Home devices found that 80% had poor password management, 70% lacked encryption and 60% were vulnerable to a range of exploits. Making matters worse, 90% of devices collected at least one piece of personal information. Ransomware will be more intrusive, as hackers could take Connected Home or appliances ‘hostage’ unless a ‘ransom’ is paid. The Australian recently described how a fridge could one day hold personal information to ransom and Symantec warns of the
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growing ransomware threat to smartwatches, particularly Android Wear devices. On the other hand, technology journalist Stilgherrian does not see a ‘Refrigergeddon’ happening any time soon.

Securing the IoT also raises non-technical issues. Herman Yau says that businesses will need to offer "security in a way that does not affect the overall user experience and also in a cost-effective manner". Stephen Wilson of Constellation Research raised concerns about the challenges of managing the security of so many domestic devices, stating on social media "I really don't want to be [system administrator] for my effing stove!". This is one of the challenges of IoT developers.

Unlike most existing computing, IoT 'hacks' could prove fatal or catastrophic. For instance, hacking someone's connected car or pacemaker could kill them, and hacking an oil rig, smart grid or major infrastructure via a tiny, connected 'thing' could prove disastrous.

Case Study: Hacking the Connected Car
Hacking the Connected Car has been one of the most publicised IoT safety issues. Recently, two security researchers were able to gain remote access to a Jeep via the mobile phone connection while a person was driving it, prompting a mass recall. Other researchers examined several car manufacturers and documented their results in a table, finding different vulnerabilities in different manufacturers. A Tesla Model S was also hacked, but a patch was quickly released – a good example of efficient reactive security. Security researcher Anyck Turgeon cites a number of studies that reveal that nearly 100% of modern cars are hackable, and that hackers can gain access to almost every part of the car's operative mechanics and all the data being collected by the car, including personal information and registration, geospatial data (like location and speed) and private conversations (like telephone calls via the Bluetooth input or GPS commands).

It is important to remember that these scenarios were planned, and the researchers set about targeting a specific car and were prepared for the attack. According to Techguide editor Stephen
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Fenech, consumers shouldn’t be too worried about this: “While the danger of a car being hacked is serious – you certainly shouldn’t be losing sleep over it... a car being hijacked remotely and then controlled by a hacker is not impossible but highly improbable”\(^\text{149}\).

**Figure 26 – Connected Car threats. Source: Fairfax**

Case Study: Hacking the Connected Human

Hacking the Connected Human is arguably the most concerning of IoT security issues. Security researchers have already been able to compromise connected infusion pumps\(^\text{150}\), pacemakers and defibrillators\(^\text{151}\). Tinkering with these devices could allow a malicious hacker to deliver lethal doses of drugs to a patient or disable life-supporting technology. Former US Vice President Dick Cheney famously disabled the wireless capabilities of his heart implant for fear of malicious hackers\(^\text{152}\). US security firm IDD predicted the first murder by ‘hacked internet-connected device’ would be by end of 2014\(^\text{153}\). In Symantec’s 2015 security trend report, Axel Wirth listed some reasons why wearables are more vulnerable to attack than other IoT devices: they have a long-useful battery life, the high regulation means that availability of upgrades or security patches is delayed, they are used 24x7 and the logistical difficulty of removing malware from many devices at once\(^\text{154}\).


Securing the IoT creates new challenges, enhances existing ones and creates many, many new opportunities for innovation. Without effective security precautions, consumers will be placed into an IoT ‘Sword of Damocles’ situation. Consumer awareness, security by design and ongoing, effective patching will protect the integrity of consumer IoT ecosystems and likely determine who succeeds and fails in an environment where trust is key.

**Internet of Things: Choice, Control and Opting Out**

The Babel family of 2020 embraced IoT to their benefit. This may not be the ideal situation for all consumers, and a big part of consumer choice, control and empowerment is the ability to ‘say no’ and ‘opt out’ of a connected world. Will this be possible in a (more) connected world?

**Opting Out of Connected Products**

A few years ago, non-smart phones, cars and appliances were common. Today, it is becoming increasingly difficult to avoid them, with almost every manufacturer releasing connected ‘things’ as an industry standard. For example, it is difficult to find cars without any connected parts or onboard computers, and replacing or repairing a ‘dumb’ phone is becoming very uncommon. Connectedness is a consumer state that is hard to avoid.

**Social Exclusion**

As new technology is adopted widely and accepted into the mainstream, those without smart ‘things’ may experience social exclusion or discrimination as connected ‘things’ become the norm. This is a current issue for those without social media, email or smartphones, as they are often excluded from some social situations, events or unable to meet productivity expectations. The Guardian’s Mark Honigsbaum raises a more novel consumer issue – social discrimination based on fitness levels. If wearables become so prevalent that they create a ‘quantified self’ culture, those that do not track their progress or share it with others may not “meet norms for appropriate body weight, good health or physical activity, [and] will be labelled deviants or somehow made to feel inadequate”155.

**Controlling and Opting Out of Data Collection**

Eventually, the data collected from devices will become more valuable than the sale of devices (if not already the case). Unless there is clear and sufficient consumer demand for ‘opt-out’ choices, manufacturers may choose to deny consumers the ability to exclude themselves from some or all data collection. At an individual level, consumers should be allowed to ‘pick and choose’ which features to enable and disable. For example, the ability to allow a smart fridge to use weight sensors, but not scan the barcodes of food products. At a public level, opting out of a Connected Habitat is far more difficult – sensors embedded into public spaces, facial recognition CCTV cameras and more may be impossible to avoid. Connected Habitats will present new domains of ethical, privacy and consent concern.

**Internet of Things and Consumer Protection**

The Babel family experienced a lot of grief from a tiny, cheap device. Their grief did not end there – there were practical, regulatory and legal hurdles to seeking redress for their faulty connected ‘thing’. First, the manufacturer refused to help because it wasn’t a legitimate version of their product. Then
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efforts under consumer protection laws failed. Even if they pursued the manufacturer directly, there are huge practical considerations like cost and geographical or jurisdictional barriers. Is the product even considered ‘faulty’ if hacked or unreasonably hackable? What if the software ‘fault’ causes an injury or damage to property, not just an inconvenience?

The OECD’s Digital Economy Outlook 2015 sees consumer protection and empowerment as one of the key determinants of consumer IoT adoption, including “adequate information disclosure, fair commercial practices including quality of service, and dispute resolution and redress”156. The Australian consumer regulation protecting consumers is (mostly) governed by one piece of legislation – the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), and in particular, Schedule 2, ‘Australian Consumer Law’ (“ACL”). Some consumer law issues relevant to IoT are identified and discussed below.

Liability of Manufacturers for Goods with Safety Defects

One issue that sits between IoT security, privacy and consumer protection is that of product liability for IoT goods or services that are not sufficiently secure. As discussed earlier, IoT security is no longer a data or privacy problem – it is a safety issue. If a connected device is insecure by design, or its software is insufficiently secure, should this be considered a ‘safety defect’ in certain products? While smart cars or bionic implants are obvious candidates, what about smart appliances that, if misused, can be dangerous, such as smart ovens or home security lock systems? Above, the Babel family was lucky to be out of their house when it was ‘hacked’, otherwise it would have been very unsafe.

Part 3-5 of the ACL deals with the liability of manufacturers for goods with safety defects. The manufacturer is liable if a safety defect caused loss or damage to an injured individual, other goods, land, buildings or fixtures. A ‘safety defect’ is defined in s 9(1) of the ACL: ‘the safety is not such as persons generally are entitled to expect’, with further considerations listed in s9(2) ACL. Consumers are growing to expect better security standards in their devices, especially in trusted brands. At the same time, they may also expect the device to be vulnerable to hacking, as a widely known and accepted caveat of using the Internet. Ascertaining the correct level of ‘expectation’ is difficult.

‘Faulty product software’ is a relatively unexplored area of product safety and liability. This is complicated further because there are no statutory minimum standards for a product’s software or digital security, making it difficult to determine liability. Law firm Norton Rose Fulbright predicts that “courts... may face complicated factual scenarios in tort claims relating to such devices... in the absence of contractually or legislatively-defined liability parameters”157. Michael O’Brien lists some hypothetical case studies in the context of IoT products:

1. The malfunction of an IoT product due to a software glitch, resulting in property damage or physical injury
2. A malicious cyber-attack as a result of insufficient software or hardware security causes property damage or physical injury

3. Unauthorised access via data breach, compromising private or personal information\textsuperscript{158}.

**Consumer Guarantees for Connected Goods and Services**

Part 3-2 of the ACL deals with consumer guarantees when purchasing goods or services. Specifically, s54 of the ACL is a guarantee of ‘acceptable quality’, including ‘free from defects’ and ‘safe’. Multiple factors are considered like nature of the product, price, representations and relevant circumstances. Above, the Babels probably should not have expected ‘acceptable quality’ since they knowingly purchased a cheap, non-legitimate product. However, this will depend on the ‘factual matrix’ and circumstances – did the product look illegitimate? Did the vendor look reputable or legitimate? Was the price so low (relative to the usual retail price) that a reasonable consumer could not expect that the item was legitimate? Did the product include registration codes or authentication?

The lack of case law on the application of consumer guarantees to telecommunications services creates some uncertainty. IoT products rely on a complex interdependence of Internet services like IoT applications, cloud services or other digital applications or processes. This means consumers may be faced with a confusing mix of causation when attempting to assert their rights under a consumer guarantee.

**Identifying Fault**

IoT will complicate identifying ‘fault’ in a value chain. In most connected products, there are a number of ‘contributors’ – from the manufacturer, software developer, hardware component suppliers and network providers to the individual app developers and the end-user. Each one (or more) of these ‘links’ in the ‘value chain’ can be the cause of a defect or fault, and attributing blame is an emerging issue in a connected world. Does the fault lie with the consumer for not updating the software, or with the software developer for forming vulnerabilities, or with the retail service provider for not ‘pushing’ manufacturer software updates quickly enough? Perhaps it may come down to reasonableness – was the software updated expediently enough after a vulnerability was discovered? Who is liable if this vulnerability is considered a ‘fault’? What if a patch is released too slowly to sufficiently mitigate loss? What if the consumer is slow to install a timely update?

Representatives from major Australian Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) are all concerned about liability and customer complaint handling\textsuperscript{159}. In interviews, each of them stressed how ISPs, as the network providers, have become the first point of contact for consumers faced with technical or network difficulties. Ana Tabacman from Optus encourages proactive consumer awareness campaigns, particularly from government. Evidently, there are many variables in identifying fault in connected ‘things’ – a future challenge for consumers, businesses, regulators and the judiciary.

**Connected ‘Things’ and Autonomous Contracting**

Connected ‘things’ will supposedly learn consumption habits and can be programmed to provide personalised recommendations or make purchases autonomously. If done properly, this could


\textsuperscript{159} Interview with Ana Tabacman, Optus (via telephone, 1 June 2015); Interview with Andrew Scott, Telstra (via telephone, 28 May 2015); Interview with Sean Alexander, Vodafone Hutchison Australia (in person, 2 June 2015); Interview with Steve Dalby, formerly iiNet (via telephone, 4 June 2015).
revolutionise consumer convenience – but what happens if the device enters into a transaction that the consumer didn’t want, based on an inaccurate prediction or pre-programmed habit? Is it a valid transaction?

**Internet of Things and Environmental Implications**

The environmental implications of so many small, disposable connected devices present a significant challenge for governments and officials, but by harnessing the power of data analytics and improved energy expenditure, a ‘net benefit’ for the environment may result\(^\text{160}\).

**IoT device disposal, waste management and recycling** is one of the biggest environmental concerns of a connected world. If the forecasts are correct, hundreds of billions of cheap, connected things will flood the market. Each of these will need resources to manufacture and will eventually need to be replaced. If manufacturing is done responsibly (making them recyclable and using recycled materials), the disposal and recycling effort will be less burdensome. It is uncertain whether existing initiatives like TechCollect or the National Television and Computer Recycling Scheme are sufficient to address the anticipated influx in connected ‘things’ – but therein lies an opportunity for those that can create a solution.

On the other hand, a connected IoT ecosystem may **save more power than it consumes**. Consider, for example, the Babel home – it went into ‘energy saving mode’ when no one was at home, the Babels were able to monitor each device’s consumption to identify leaks and practice ‘smart’ energy expenditure. The savings may be bigger on a **public scale**. Smart grids and individual management may bring unprecedented energy consumption savings. A 2013 report by AT&T and Carbon War Room anticipated that IoT could cut 9.1 billion tons of greenhouse emissions by 2020, being 18.6% of the total emissions in 2011\(^\text{161}\). A 2014 paper by Intel lists some more environmental applications of IoT:

- Low-cost air and water quality monitors that capture real-time data on pollution.
- Low-cost water sensors that detect both nutrients and pollutants in water supplies.
- Smart power and water grids that better identify leaks enable predictive maintenance and manage flows of electricity and water consumption.
- Connected Car fuel consumption systems and traffic analytics that minimise congestion and better direct traffic flow, minimising air pollution.
- ‘Precision agriculture’ that deliver the ideal amount of water, pesticides and fertiliser.
- Ambient weather sensors that predict weather conditions\(^\text{162}\).

\(^{160}\) Klint Finley, ‘The Internet of Things Could Drown Our Environment in Gadgets’ *Wired* (online) (5 June 2014)  
<http://www.wired.com/2014/06/green-iot/>  


Recommendations for Consumers

Early adopters must stay informed, choose their uses carefully and be aware that choices may not be durable

Education and information must be at the forefront of consumers’ minds before making any purchases or using any IoT services. This report provides a summary of some of the issues that IoT will raise, and may assist consumers in identifying what IoT does, how it does it, where it does it and what that means for them. However, this report is not comprehensive and it is recommended that consumers proactively educate themselves about the services they use. Robert Gregory, partner of law firm Maddocks, has the following advice for consumers: “Do your best to understand what the device is, how it works (at a functional level) and what the consequences of using it may be. Be cautious about your privacy and disclosing your personal information. Make informed decisions about choosing devices and apps from sources worthy of your trust.” The OECD Digital Economy Outlook 2015 contains an excerpt of purchasing considerations for IoT dementia equipment (Figure 27) – an excellent starting point for the types of questions that consumers should be asking. An informed consumer is an empowered consumer, and an informed consumer can make better choices and shape a better IoT market, with privacy, security and control at its core.

Box 6 What to consider when purchasing IoT equipment related to dementia (adapted)

Questions for professionals working in dementia
• What are the limitations of the technology to be used?
• Does the technology connect to other devices? If so, is compatibility an issue?
• Does the use of the technology match what the manufacturer has produced it for?
• Is battery life an issue? Who will be responsible for battery management?
• Does the product need to be waterproof?
• What can go wrong with the chosen technology?
• If the technology fails, what are the associated risks of the failure?
• What are the maintenance arrangements for the product and is it covered by a warranty?
• Who is responsible for equipment testing and how often will this take place?

Questions for individuals, families and carers
• How does it work, who will show me how to use it, are the instructions easy?
• Do I need a phone line or internet connection to use the technology?
• Who do I contact if something breaks or if I have a problem?
• Do I need to change batteries or charge them, and how often do I need to do this?
• Who will install the equipment and will I experience any disruption to my life?
• If my needs change, will the technology still support me?
• What evidence or information is there to help me decide what technology I need?
• Is there a helpline I can call if I have any concerns?
• Is there a response service that will come out if a particular alarm is triggered?

Source: Alzheimer’s Society, 2014.

Figure 27 – Consumer IoT Purchasing Tips. Source: OECD.

163 Interview with Robert Gregory, Maddocks law firm (via online correspondence, 9 June 2015)
Avoid communication breakdown: Assess specific communications standards in use by each device

Interoperability is crucial for an ideal IoT ecosystem. Before purchasing any connected ‘things’, consumers must ensure that they are aware of how the rest of their IoT ecosystem communicates and operates. Most Connected Home products will connect to the home Wi-Fi, a very common standard. However, many smaller devices do not, and consumers may want to ensure the following:

1. Each device in their ‘IoT ecosystem’ can communicate with other necessary devices.
2. Each IoT application will synchronise with other IoT applications (where required).
3. The IoT service works fluently with the consumer’s preferred cloud service (for instance, Dropbox has universal compatibility, but Google Drive and Apple iCloud may have more limited functionality for non Google/Apple devices).
4. If consumers invest in a 'hub' (such as Google’s OnHub or Samsung’s SmartThings Hub), they should ensure that each desired device synchronises with the 'hub’ effectively.
5. Do some research on how their data is stored, and whether it can be migrated to another IoT service if they wish to switch products or brands down the track.
6. Look for IoT services that give as much control and data management as possible – either in a ‘privacy dashboard’, ‘opt in/opt out’ options, robust privacy policies or other means.

Build a Connected Home that is manageable, serviceable and user-friendly

According to a 2012 report by the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), building the Connected Home will involve 5 key ‘players’ (Table 6)\textsuperscript{165}:

Table 7 – The ‘players’ in a Connected Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Provider</th>
<th>Device Provider</th>
<th>Platform Provider</th>
<th>Application Provider</th>
<th>Application Customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides the network infrastructure, such as fixed/wireless broadband, telephony or wireless services.</td>
<td>The company or manufacturer providing each and every connected ‘thing’, such as your smartphone, TV, car or smart toaster.</td>
<td>Provides the ‘platform’ that manages the devices and data in your ‘ecosystem’ – including data storage, processing and device management.</td>
<td>The developer that provides the application(s) that you use to view, manage and control your IoT devices and ecosystem.</td>
<td>This is the end-user and the beneficiary of the IoT products and services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Telstra, Optus, Vodafone, iiNet, TPG.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Samsung, LG, Apple, Sony, Tesla, Nest.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Apple’s HomeKit, Google’s Brillo, Amazon Web Services, Samsung Smart Home.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> Samsung for SmartThings, Apple’s Home app, Nest app.</td>
<td><strong>Examples:</strong> you, your family, your employees, patients, citizens.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is also a handy table to refer to when identifying standards – will the Platform Provider effectively manage all of your devices? Is one app available on two different devices, and if so, do they synchronise with each other? One entity may take on multiple ‘provider’ roles. For instance, Telstra could provide the network and some IoT devices, Samsung could provide devices, a platform and applications, or Google and Nest could one day be the sole provider of all five.

**Protect your privacy and security: know your product, know its limitations and be aware of the context of its usage**

Privacy and security are quickly becoming selling points for consumers, and rightfully so. These two components work well together – a more secure device (via manual override features, encryption, stronger authentication systems and more) means better privacy from external parties. It is harder to compromise, and if it is compromised, the data is less accessible. Privacy, trust, security and user control are quickly becoming key considerations when using IoT products or services. Informed consumers will consider all four of these before making decisions.

**Consumer Reports Magazine** gives the following IoT-specific recommendations for consumers:

1. Password-protect IoT devices;
2. Read the privacy policy;
3. Find the ‘off’ toggle for features you don’t want;
4. Turn off connected devices when not in use;
5. Install security updates regularly; and
6. Purchase non-connected versions of products if you do not need the online features.¹⁶⁶

**ZDNet** also gives the following six recommendations for protecting a Connected Home:

1. Change all passwords (especially avoiding using the ‘default’ password) and make them strong and unique (or use a password vault such as LastPass);
2. Heighten default privacy and security settings;
3. Use strong encryption methods on the home Wi-Fi;
4. Install updates quickly and frequently;
5. Opt for a wired (not wireless) connection (for added security, use a separate network); and
6. Be careful when buying second-hand IoT devices.¹⁶⁷


Recommendations for Internet of Things Product and Service Providers

**Adopt the elements of the ‘IoT Design Manifesto’**

The [IoT Design Manifesto](#) is an unofficial code of conduct compiled by a number of design professionals and developers. While these recommendations apply specifically to the ‘design’ of IoT products and services, they can also be applied universally. The recommendations are paraphrased in **Table 7** below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avoid the Hype</th>
<th>Design Useful Things</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aim for the Win-Win-Win</td>
<td>Keep Everyone and Every ‘Thing’ Secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build and Promote a Culture of Privacy</td>
<td>Collect Data Selectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency Between IoT Parties</td>
<td>Empower Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for Longevity</td>
<td>Work Towards the Greater Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adopt the recommendations of the OAIC**

User privacy is and will grow to be one of the biggest consumer considerations in acquiring IoT products and services. The first step towards proactive privacy processes begins with compliance. The [Office of the Australian Information Commissioner](#) makes ongoing recommendations for business so they may be compliant and proactive, including:

1. Undergo regular and comprehensive [Privacy Impact Assessments](#) (PIAs). Australian privacy consultant and industry expert [Roger Clarke](#) has provided a [brief introduction to PIAs](#) on his blog, and the OAIC website outlines a [10-step guide to conducting a PIA](#).
2. Follow the OAIC [Privacy Management Framework](#).
3. **Take a holistic approach to the treatment of consumer data and personal information.** Many businesses collect different ‘streams’ of information. In and of themselves, they may not be considered ‘personal information’, but when considered as a whole, consumers may be ‘reasonably identifiable’ from the de-identified data that you hold.
4. **Take ‘reasonable steps’ to protect all data, not just personal information.** The OAIC has issued [10 tips for doing so](#).

**Adopt a policy of data minimisation**

Data minimisation refers to “the concept that companies should limit the data they collect and retain, and dispose of it once they no longer need it”. This has a number of practical, commercial and ethical benefits. Firstly, large data sets are an attractive target for thieves, cyber attacks, and cyber-espionage. Minimising data collected would also minimise the attractiveness of the data ‘honey pot’. Secondly, the more data that is retained, the more likely that the data will be intentionally, or accidentally, mishandled, or leaked, by employees or third-parties. Thirdly, it reduces the cost of retaining and securing consumer data, especially if the data held is superfluous. Some studies show that a large majority of data collected is not being used. McKinsey cited the example of an oilrig

---

where 99% of the data was not used by decision-makers\textsuperscript{169}. Fourthly, it minimises the need to process and analyse data that is of no use. Finally, it maximises compliance with regulatory requirements, as the less data that is stored, the less risk that its collection or handling will breach legal requirements or that it will ‘re-identify’ users.

**Give consumers tools of empowerment**

Taking a consumer-first approach should be adopted at each step of the value chain – from design and sale to support and ongoing experience. There are a few specific steps that IoT businesses can take:

1. **Create an information ‘control hub’** where users can see, manage, control and delete the information that is held about them in an intuitive, transparent and user-friendly manner.

2. Adopt the **EU WP29 Report Recommendations** on consumer data protection. These are:
   a. *Conduct a privacy impact assessment* before releasing a device.
   b. *Delete raw data* from the device as soon as it has been extracted.
   c. *Follow privacy-by-design* and privacy-by-default principles.
   d. In a *user-friendly way, provide a privacy notice*, and obtain consent or offer the right to refuse.
   e. *Design devices to inform* both users and people interacting with them (e.g., people being recorded by a camera in a wearable technology) of the data processing by the entity providing the device.
   f. *Inform users* of data that has been collected and enable them to access, review and edit that data before it is transferred.
   g. Give users *granular choices* on the type of processing as well as time and frequency of data gathering\textsuperscript{170}.

3. Make it **easy to revoke consent**. While most IoT services and applications cease collecting data the moment the user uninstalls or unsubscribes from them, others do not. The ability to revoke consent permanently or temporarily should be as seamless as the ability to grant it.

4. **Create ‘opt out’ features.** The choice to ‘opt out’ is multi-faceted – consumers can be given the option to opt out of some product features and not others, or to simply opt out of the service completely. For example, when using a smart fridge, consumers should be able to select which (of the many) features they want, and switch off the rest as easily as one would toggle Wi-Fi on a smartphone. Citing an earlier example, this may involve ‘opting in’ to the weight sensors feature of a smart fridge, but ‘opting out’ of the barcode scanner. Another recommended ‘opt out’ application is the ability to turn a ‘smart thing’ dumb again; for example, the ability to switch off the ‘smart’ features of a smart fridge and limit it to simply refrigerating food. This has a number of benefits: it gives a consumer manual control over a product, it can mitigate a compromised network, it appeals to the privacy-conscious, and it gives consumers greater choice in the IoT marketplace.

\textsuperscript{169} McKinsey&Company *The Internet of Things: Sizing up the opportunity* Executive Summary (June 2015) <http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/high_tech_telecoms_internet/the_internet_of_things_sizing_up_the_opportunity>

Exhibit 3, p 25.

Implement privacy, security, choice and useability ‘by design’

One of the most common recommendations from the IoT reports, studies and think tanks preparatory to this report is the adoption of a ‘privacy by design’ ("PbD") or ‘security by design’ ("SbD") policy. This refers to engineering a product with privacy or security in mind throughout the entire design process. PbD and SbD are both supplementary and complimentary to consumer trust, a key driver for consumer adoption of IoT products and services. This notion is supported by Sachin Babar et al of Aalborg University, who constructed a ‘cubic’ security model for IoT171 (Figure 28) where these three elements were the ‘dimensions’.

![Figure 28 – Babar’s Security Model for IoT. Source: Sachin Babar et al.](image)

Privacy by Design

PbD is the most common recommendation to come from the hundreds of sources used for this report. Adopting PbD is a formal policy position of the Victorian Privacy Commissioner172 and encouraged by the OAIC173 and NSW Privacy Commissioner174. In 2009, Ann Cavoukian published the 7 Foundational Principles of PbD:

1. Proactive not reactive; Preventative not remedial;
2. Privacy as the default;
3. Privacy embedded into design;
4. Full functionality – Positive-sum, not zero-sum;
5. End-to-end security – Full lifecycle protection;
6. Visibility and transparency – Keep it open; and
7. Respect for user privacy – Keep it user-centric175.

174 Interview with Elizabeth Coombs, NSW Privacy Commissioner (via telephone, 5 June 2015)
Security by Design

As alluded to earlier in this report, a poorly designed IoT security process can prove fatal or catastrophic. Eileen Yu of ZDNet notes that most IoT devices are ‘not secure by design’, citing one source as saying “by default, these devices come from a lower point of security and are entering a world filled with very sophisticated adversaries”176. There is no shortage of commentary on how IoT should be secured. After extensive stakeholder consultation, the FTC made a number of security policy recommendations in its January 2015 IoT report:

1. Undergo frequent security risk assessments;
2. Test security before launch;
3. Retain safe service providers;
4. Implement reasonable and secure access control measures;
5. Implement a policy of data minimisation;
6. Train employees on good security practices;
7. Take a ‘defence-in-depth’ approach;
8. Monitor the product’s life cycle177.

Jason Perlow, senior tech editor at ZDNet, lists some more IoT-specific security recommendations: move to IPv6 stack for IoT devices, use the IPSec standard for M2M and M2Cloud communication, use stronger encryption keys for Wi-Fi networks, add multi-factor authentication and finally, develop (or collaborate with) a ‘one app solution’ for managing security and software across devices178.

Accessibility by Design

Creating more accessible IoT products and services, both for the elderly and consumers with disabilities, will require forethought, innovation and intuitive design concepts. The complexity in designing for the elderly or those with disabilities is that there are countless ways in which inaccessibility or usability issues may arise. It is difficult, if not impossible, for a ‘one size fits all’ solution.

‘Opt-out’ by Design

For effective implementation, it is recommended that ‘opt-out’ options be built in to both hardware and software. One example is ‘manual override’ options, which give users the ability to enable and disable specific features as they are needed. Another example is ‘incremental’ or ‘dynamic’ consent models, where each feature requires permission before it uses another hardware-enabled feature (such as location or microphone). This concept has been successfully implemented in Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android OS mobile platforms179.

178 Jason Perlow, ‘Secure or not, IoT is everywhere. Get used to it.’ ZDNet (online) (14 August 2015) <http://www.zdnet.com/article/iot-everywhere-get-used-to-it/>
Implement widely-accepted, open technical connectivity standards

Developing a set of interoperability and interconnectivity standards is the single most pressing requirement of IoT development and the single largest obstacle to IoT reaching its forecasted potential. Inadequate standards are bad for everyone – “Developers will be reluctant to create devices, since they do not know if they will comply with any future standards. Similarly, end users may be reluctant to buy devices, because they are unsure if what they buy will be interoperable with existing or future products of the same type”\(^\textit{180}\). This is essential for maximising consumer benefit of IoT, and this can only be done by identifying and adopting dominant standards.

The Comms Alliance IoT Report made the following recommendation, and subsequently formed a working group of Australian industry representatives to develop a solution:

> Develop minimum network/service security guidelines for the IoT service chain, from sensor/actuator, to network, to data. This needs to consider both security from attack and service resilience.\(^\textit{181}\)

One commentator in McKinsey’s May 2015 IoT report stressed that IoT standards are in an ambivalent state: “If you come out with them too early, they get ignored, and if you force adoption, they stifle innovation. If standards are set late, then companies with other existing standards will fight tooth and nail”\(^\textit{182}\).

According to McKinsey, the ‘winning standard’ will have the following characteristics:

1. Clear value to all stakeholders (for example, reduced costs or technical advantage)
2. Part of a strong ecosystem (support across the industry and from other major players)
3. Allowance for a rapid rollout and scale-up, as well as easy adoption\(^\textit{183}\).

While defining standards may, on face value, be more of a regulatory issue, it is the author’s tentative opinion that the market will develop leading standards quicker than policymakers will – by way of market forces or industry collaboration. Additionally, this stance coincides with the first recommendation to government and policymakers (below): ‘innovate, wait, then regulate’.


\(^{183}\) Ibid.
Recommendations for Government and Policymakers

**Innovate, Wait, then Regulate**

IoT remains a relatively new concept, and is still developing. Any IoT-specific regulation at this point may stifle innovation and prevent the market from growing organically. Based on the literature herein and interviews conducted, this report concludes that IoT-specific regulation should *only* be an option if the IoT market is failing or lacking, and even then should *only* address the particular market failure. Earlier this year, the FTC stressed that IoT-specific legislation would be “premature, given the rapidly evolving nature of [IoT]”\(^{184}\). Robert Hillard, partner at Deloitte, says that ‘the race to IoT is a marathon’ and stresses the importance of letting market forces work before regulating\(^ {185}\).

It is the conclusion of this report that any attempts to pre-emptively regulate IoT will be counterproductive. The author’s opinion on excessively pre-emptive regulation echoes that of Rachel Dixon, cited earlier in this report; it will be attempting to form a solution without a problem.

**Clarify the application of consumer guarantees to telecommunications services**

As identified earlier, the lack of case law on the application of consumer guarantees to IoT in particular and telecommunications services generally creates some uncertainty. IoT goods and affiliated IoT services will become increasingly interdependent, and a defective service may render the associated good useless. Regulators have a role in clarifying this uncertainty through guidance notes and case law with the IoT consumer in mind.

**Become a market leader and early adopter**

The public sector and citizens stand to be the biggest beneficiaries of IoT. An economy-wide adoption of IoT is now inevitable, and by leading the market in IoT uptake, the government has the resources to help *create* an ideal domestic IoT market. By adopting new technologies and investing in secure, privacy-conscious IoT businesses, it will have a number of **industry and economic benefits:**

1. Early citizen and employee exposure to IoT.
2. Early identification of issues by an entity with the resources to address them.
3. Deeper and hands-on IoT experience for regulators, policymakers and public servants.
4. Catalysis of economy-wide IoT discussion and debate.
5. Greater foreign direct investment.
6. Future-proofing Australia’s digital infrastructure at the perfect time to do so (with the current rollout of nbn’s network).
7. The more efficient, streamlined and cost-effective delivery of government services.
8. Contracts may be awarded to IoT businesses that best address consumer IoT issues, effectively *creating* an attractive domestic IoT market.
9. Potential standardisation of IoT, if a single standard is selected and invested in.


By investing in IoT, the public sector is in a position to pre-emptively address any inhibitors of IoT early, and pave the way for strong growth in the Australian IoT market.

**Develop a clear stance on private-sector use of publicly collected data**

If the public sector adopts IoT in the delivery of government services, especially in the development of ‘smart cities’, staggering amounts of public data will be collected. How this data is handled and shared with the private sector is something that will need to be carefully managed. This is being addressed in a recent report by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.\(^\text{186}\)

**Identify, define and regulate Connected Human data**

Identifying, categorising and regulating Connected Human data will be a new challenge for state and federal privacy regulators. Earlier, this report discussed the possibility of activity tracker data being labelled as ‘sensitive information’, and thus having different implications under privacy law. The government should take a proactive approach in discussing this new area of policy, or one day that decision may be left up to a state or federal privacy commissioner by way of determination.

**Introduce a data breach notification regime**

In Australia, there is currently no *obligation* for entities to disclose to the public whether they have suffered a data breach. Mandatory data breach notifications have long been on the radar of policymakers.\(^\text{187}\) This comes on top of recommendations from the PJCIS, academics, the OAIC, top-tier Australian law firms and David Seidler, the Google-ACCAN Intern 2014.

On 3 December 2015, the Attorney-General’s Department released the long-awaited exposure draft amendment that would create a data breach notification scheme in Australia, along with a discussion paper and explanatory memorandum.\(^\text{188}\) IoT will enable more data collection, more sensitive data to be collected and more covert means of data collection. It is imperative that the public is informed when their personal or sensitive information has been compromised. This report strongly encourages any interested party to make a submission to the Attorney-General’s Department by 4 March 2016, and bear in mind the future of IoT and data collection in Australia.

---


Form a national, multi-stakeholder, inter-agency Internet of Things body

It is recommended that the public sector form a multi-stakeholder, inter-agency IoT body that is responsible for compiling research, and advising on the implementation of an effective national IoT policy (if one is required in the future). The purpose of this body would be advisory, and would ideally release ongoing reports on the progress of IoT development, and peripheral policies, in Australia.

Following the Comms Alliance IoT Report, released October 2015, the Communications Alliance has formed six industry work streams, each focusing on one of six issues raised by the aforementioned report – collaborative Australian IoT industry; sectoral engagement; open data and privacy; spectrum availability; IoT security; and IoT start-up innovation\(^\text{189}\). Current participants include nbn, Telstra, KPMG, federal government departments, Google, Alcatel-Lucent, nbn, Optus, a number of law firms and other relevant industry players including ACCAN.

Conclusion

IoT is not ‘coming’ – it is here. IoT will not raise new privacy or security concerns – it will complicate and supplement existing ones. New technology brings uncertainty and distrust, but these should be seen as opportunities to innovate and develop new standards of consumer empowerment and protection. The good news is that IoT is still relatively new, and its foundation is still being built. Building the IoT with longevity and scale in mind is key to addressing consumer issues.

As with most things, the IoT can be utopian or dystopian, but in reality, it will fall somewhere in between. Market solutions should be allowed to dictate the formation of the market, and if market failure is identified, regulators should be prepared to act, having already gathered research, public input and weighed the implications well in advance. In Ray Bradbury’s short story *The Veldt*, the Hadley family thought about “turning the whole house off for about a month” to “live sort of a carefree one-for-all existence”. With the right approach to IoT, we can achieve this existence by turning our houses on. It is not too late to do so, and consumers should lead the charge and form the IoT market that they can benefit from. This involves a digital government, a responsive industry with seamless interoperability, IoT-ready networks and telecommunications providers, and above-all, informed consumers.
# APPENDICES

## Appendix 1 – ISO/IEC JTC 1 Drivers of Internet of Things (selective list)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Technology Drivers**      | Direct factors include market access to low-power devices, other connected products, computing power, advanced sensor technology and advanced actuators.  
Indirect factors include the prevalence and publicity of technology forecasts and the market for complementary goods. |
| **Ease of Use**             | IoT goods and services should be "easy to use, easy to build, easy to maintain, and easy to repurpose"                                           |
| **Seamless Connectivity**   | The ability for IoT products and services to interconnect and communicate at the user level. The notion of ‘plug and play’ comes to mind.        |
| Factors include:            | 1. Effective communication                                                                                                                  |
|                             | 2. Network compatibility                                                                                                                    |
|                             | 3. Unrestricted, timeless control                                                                                                             |
|                             | 4. Sensory capacities                                                                                                                       |
|                             | 5. An easy and pleasant user experience                                                                                                      |
|                             | 6. Consistent, accurate and useful interpretation of IoT data                                                                               |
|                             | 7. Automatic capturing, communicating and processing of data based on customisable operator preferences                                        |
| **Data Management and Control** | The ability to process, manage and control (large) data sets from IoT devices.                                                                |
| **Security**                | Consumer confidence that IoT systems cannot be used for malicious or unauthorised intent.                                                    |
| **Privacy and Confidentiality** | Confidence that privacy is kept.                                                                                                             |
| **Regulation**              | Compliance with all regulations, including:                                                                                                |
|                             | 1. Health and safety regulations                                                                                                             |
|                             | 2. Environmental regulations                                                                                                                 |
|                             | 3. Technical regulations                                                                                                                     |
| **Infrastructure**          | Interoperability regardless of infrastructure (eg wired, wireless, internet, non-internet).                                                   |
| **Awareness of Services**   | Many IoT service operate discreetly and seamlessly. However, consumers need to know of their existence.                                      |
| **Accessibility and Usage Context** | Maximum adaption to individual accessibility and usability requirements, and context-rich qualitative outputs from quantitative data sets. |
| **Cohesive Set of Standards** | The harmonisation of IoT connectivity and communication standards, ensuring interoperability.                                                  |
## Appendix 2 – The Connected Human: Examples of Bio-Indicator Inferences*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>How inference could be made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Sleep quality and patterns     | **Method:** Sleep data, physical movement, *specific* instances of caffeine consumption, context (time and duration of inactivity)  
                                 | **Value:** Diagnosis, personal health tracking, personalised marketing (insomnia treatment, medicine), employee productivity monitoring.                   |
| Fitness levels                  | **Method:** Combination of heart rate, activity, steps taken, length of workouts, intensity of workouts (deduced from heart rate), blood pressure, body fat, calorie input and expenditure, physical movement.  
                                 | **Value:** Bridge the gap in medical research for data on *healthy* patients, personal tracking, professional athletes, promotional marketing, health insurance calculation. |
| Caloric Expenditure             | **Method:** Body temperature, heart rate, activity intensity, muscle mass, BMI, resting metabolic rate and fitness level.  
                                 | **Value:** Personal tracking, dietary monitoring, medical diagnosis.                                                                                     |
| Caffeine consumption            | **Method:** Heart rate (spike, plateau and dip consistent with stimulant intake), calorie input and expenditure.  
                                 | **Value:** Personal tracking, personalised advertising (towards coffee-drinkers), market research, remote health monitoring                             |
| Alcohol consumption             | **Method:** Heart rate (consistent with depressant intake), caloric input, context (time and GPS location), breathalyser/alcohol sensor.  
                                 | **Value:** Personal tracking, remote health/alcoholic support group monitoring, personalised advertising (towards alcohol drinkers), market research, health insurance calculation. |
| Smoking habits                  | **Method:** photoelectric and ionization detectors, blood nicotine levels, respiratory inductance plethysmograph, gyroscope and accelerometer (hand gestures) or tobacco residue/smoke sensors.  
                                 | **Value:** Personal tracking, remote health/anti-smoking support group monitoring, personalised advertising (by both tobacco and anti-smoking businesses), cancer/medical/market research, health insurance. |
| Recreational drug consumption   | **Method:** Heart rate (consistent with specific drug use - sharp and sustained spike for amphetamines), context (time and GPS location)  
                                 | **Value:** Criminal enforcement, court-ordered compliance, remote health/rehabilitation support monitoring, population research, health insurance calculation, employment, monitoring children or loved ones. |
| Stress Levels                   | **Method:** *Average* heart rate and *average* blood pressure, sleeping patterns, consumption of alcohol, cigarettes, drugs *(see above)*.  
                                 | **Value:** Diagnosis, population statistics, personalised marketing (for anti-stress products or pharmaceuticals), health insurance calculation, employee wellbeing, mental health medical research. |
| Location history                | **Method:** GPS, altimeter, compass, Bluetooth/NFC sensors.  
<pre><code>                             | **Value:** Commercial/criminal/state surveillance, personal tracking, tracking of ill, elderly or young loved ones, proximity marketing (such as walking around sections of a shopping centre), speed and distance (for purposes of car insurance), employee tracking and absenteeism, litigation evidence and military field usage. |
</code></pre>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>How inference could be made</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Illness or disorder                           | **Method:** Heart rate, blood pressure, various biological data (from implantable or ingestible ‘things’), body temperature,  
**Value:** Personal tracking, monitoring ill, elderly or disabled loved ones, remote medical monitoring, disease detection/prevention, rehabilitation, medical research, personalised marketing (for medicine or treatments), health insurance calculation and disease tracking. |
| Nature and network of relationships           | **Method:** Any dataset (particularly time and location) cross-referenced with the same dataset of another individual (Eg. A and B both exercised intensively in same location for one hour, inference of social association). When combined with other inferences, the nature of the relationship can be deduced with reasonable accuracy.  
**Value:** State/commercial/criminal surveillance, personalised marketing (building user profiles), corporate profiling, litigation evidence. |
| Sexual health and performance                 | **Method:** Usage data from connected wearables (sex toys, accessories, ‘connected’ condoms), heart rate data combined with movement sensors, duration, context (time, GPS location and proximity with other individual, pattern of similar, consistent data).  
**Value:** Surveillance, personalised marketing (lifestyle products, sexual performance/dysfunction pharmaceuticals), criminal investigation and evidence (sexual assault allegations), sexual health research, customisable settings on lifestyle accessories, improved intimacy in relationships. |
| Diet - what, when, how much                   | **Method:** Caloric input, pattern recognition software, user input, visual augmented reality products and services (such as optical wearables like Google Glass).  
**Value:** Personal tracking, dietary monitoring, remote health monitoring, medical research. |
| Type of exercise(s) performed                 | **Method:** Heart rate, movement sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope etc.)  
**Value:** Personal fitness monitoring, market research, rehabilitation. |
| Nutrition levels                              | **Method:** Complex biological data from ingestible or implantable devices, limited sensory data from wearables (blood glucose from smart contact lenses, physiological data from smart pills), nitrate sensors.  
**Value:** Personal fitness/health tracking, remote medical monitoring, dietary monitoring, medical research, personalised marketing (of multi-vitamins, for example). |
| Pollution and atmospheric/environmental      | **Method:** Barometer, thermometer, hydrometer, other atmospheric or environmental sensors (dust particles, pollution, CO₂, radiation, electromagnetic feedback, air quality, airborne chemicals etc.)  
**Value:** Personal health, pollution monitoring and alerts, benefit to asthma, hayfever or allergy sufferers, real-time weather forecasting and military usage (chemical warfare agents). |
| information                                    | more...?                                                                                                                                                                                                                   |

* This table was created entirely by the author using his personal knowledge of IoT devices, biological and physiological indicators and the operability of existing tech. While this information has been proof read by more informed parties, and most of these technical processes exist, it should be treated as hypothetical, and not factual.
Appendix 3 - The Alexandra Institute’s Vision of Connected Retail

The Alexandra Institute, *Inspiring the Internet of Things* (Comic book, 2011)
### Appendix 4 - Solove’s ‘Taxonomy of Privacy’ (An Internet of Things Perspective)

**Daniel J. Solove’s ‘Taxonomy of Privacy Invasions’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Collection</th>
<th>Information Processing</th>
<th>Information Dissemination</th>
<th>Invasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>● Surveillance</td>
<td>● Aggregation</td>
<td>● Breach of Confidentiality</td>
<td>● Intrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Interrogation</td>
<td>● Identification</td>
<td>● Disclosure</td>
<td>● Decisional Interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Insecurity</td>
<td>● Exposure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Secondary Use</td>
<td>● Increased Accessibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Exclusion</td>
<td>● Blackmail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Appropriation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● Distortion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Explanation of Elements

The **first group of activities** that affect privacy involves information collection.

- **Surveillance** is the watching, listening to, or recording of an individual’s activities.
- **Interrogation** consists of various forms of questioning or probing for information.

A **second group of activities** involves the way information is stored, manipulated, and used.

- **Aggregation** involves the combination of various pieces of data about a person.
- **Identification** is linking information to particular individuals.
- **Insecurity** involves carelessness in protecting stored information from leaks and improper access.
- **Secondary use** is the use of information collected for one purpose for a different purpose without the data subject’s consent.
- **Exclusion** concerns the failure to allow the data subject to know about the data that others have about them and participate in its

The **third group of activities** involves the dissemination of information.

- **Breach of confidentiality** is breaking a promise to keep a person's information confidential.
- **Disclosure** involves the revelation of truthful information about a person that impacts the way others judge their character.
- **Exposure** involves revealing another’s nudity, grief, or bodily functions.
- **Increased accessibility** is amplifying the accessibility of information.
- **Blackmail** is the threat to disclose personal information.
- **Appropriation** involves

The **fourth and final group of activities** involves invasions into people’s private affairs.

- **Invasion**, unlike the other groupings, need not involve personal information (although in numerous instances, it does). Intrusion concerns invasive acts that disturb one’s tranquillity or solitude.
- **Decisional interference** involves the government's incursion into the data subject's decisions regarding their private affairs.

---


192 Ibid pp 490-91.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handling and use.</th>
<th>The use of the data subject’s identity to serve the aims and interests of another.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distortion</strong> consists of the dissemination of false or misleading information about individuals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How does this apply to the Internet of Things?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Interrogation** is not relevant.

**Surveillance** is a big privacy violation risk in the IoT. We will interact with hundreds of sensors daily, each picking up ‘crumbs’ of information as we go about our lives. Traditional surveillance concerns like CCTV are now more intimate with IoT in our homes and in our bodies.

Many of these areas are regulated by information privacy law. Most fall within the scope of ‘Big Data’ and not ‘IoT’ *per se*.

**Aggregation** of smart things is essential for a fluent IoT ecosystem, and information processing is essential to ‘sync’ every ‘thing’ up around your life. **Identification** and **Insecurity** are discussed in separate sections of this report.

The areas most relevant to IoT are **disclosure**, **increased accessibility** and **appropriation**. Intimate data is collected seamlessly and if misused, can prove embarrassing, destructive or even fatal.

IoT data is captured and processed by algorithms and humans to form accurate inferences. However, it can also be used to make inaccurate, misleading inferences that can impact consumers.

IoT is very vulnerable to privacy invasion. Advanced IoT ecosystems are designed to collect information subtly (sometimes covertly) and ‘in the background’ - making it easy for consumers to have their data collected without informed consent.

**Decisional Inference** is one of IoT’s biggest opportunities and risks. Accurate data will spur a golden age of convenience and automation, but misuse will spur a golden age of surveillance, privacy intrusion and intrusive or misleading behavioural inferences.

---

193 This section is entirely the author’s original work.
Appendix 5 - The 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs)

The 13 Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) are a set of rules designed to protect the privacy of personal information handled by private sector organizations in Australia. These principles are enshrined in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and are designed to ensure that personal information is handled in a way that respects individuals' privacy rights.

Here are the 13 principles:

1. Notice of the collection of personal information
2. Anonymity and pseudonymity
3. Collection of solicited personal information
4. An open and transparent management of personal information
5. Quality of personal information
6. Use or disclosure of personal information
7. Direct marketing
8. Cross-border disclosure of personal information
9. Adaption or adoption, use or disclosure of Government Records
10. Quality of personal information
11. Security of personal information
12. Access to personal information
13. Correction of personal information

These principles are designed to ensure that personal information is handled in a way that respects individuals' privacy rights and is transparent and accountable in its handling and use.